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THE STRUCI'URE AND ELECI'RICAL PROPERrIES 
OF GlASSY CA.Rl3CN 

Ram Raghuvir Saxena 

ABSTRACl' 

The structure and electrical properties of Glassy Carbon (GC) have 

been studied using various techniques. Glassy Car:bon samples were heat 

treated in a graphite furnace at temperatures in the range 1000-2800
o

C 

for different ti1re intervals in order to produce structural changes. 

Scanning electron microscope studies indicate that the GC used 

in this work is corrparable to the best material produced and is thus a 

good representation of hard carbons. Carlparison of the K-Dnission 

bands of graphite I diaIIDnd and GC heat treated at different te.rrq;:eratures 

shavs that the experilrental observations are best explained in tenns of 

a structure rrodel of GC, which consists of both trigonally and tetra-

hedrally bonded C atOllS; the tetrahedrally bonded C content reducing 

with heat treat:m:mt ternperature. Sing Ie crystal patterns are seen in 

transmission electron microscope studies I and a new explanation is 

proposed to account for these observations. It is proposed that bulk GC 

does not contain micron size single crystals and that these c::orre about 

in the process of specimen preparation as built-in stresses are relieved. 

GC. 

X-ray techniques have been used to cha-racterize the structure of 

The interlayer spacing d002 is reduced only to 3.40Ao (ccxnpared to 

3.35A
o 

for graphite) for GC heat treated at 28000 C for two hours 

(GC 2800-2) I confinuing the "hard to graphitize" nature of GC. The 
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crystallite size. parameters Lc' La' perpendicular and parallel to 

graphitic layers respectively,. graN only to 28 and 50Ao respectively for 

GC 2800-2. Based upon the heat treatment variation of d002 ' Lc and La 

of the isodu:onally heat treated specinens for two hours eadl, three 

different regialS of tenperature are found. It is suggested that the 

first region is over when dehydrogenation is catpleted.. '!he second 

region is characterized by a constant d002 ' and the increase in Lc' La 

in this region may be due to stress relief. The kinetics of change in 

the third region can be analyzed using the "superposition rcethod" to 

. give an activation energy of 200-225 (+ 30) K cal.jnole. 

The electrical properties studied extensively in this work are 

oonductivity, (j, and magnetoresistance, t:E... The teIrp:!rature dependence p . 

of (j is explained as a sum of a tenperature independent contribution due 

to a bamdary scattering rcechanism, and a 'contribution due to the hopping 

conduction anong localized states varying as,A.exp(-B!rl/4). For GC 

isochronally . heat treated at HIT < 20000 C an anarrolous contribution to 

(j is found. '!his drop in conductivity at lCM t.elrperatures beoc:xres nore 

pronamoed for lower HIT material. It issugg~sted that this may be 

due to the lath like structure of lONer HIT material. The magnitude of 

negative ~ increases with H and as T is redu~. For HIT > 20000 C the . p . 

negative ~ is found to follCM a f ~/2) functional dependence. 

For HIT < 20000 C the behavior of .~ beoc:xres.nore c:x:xrplex, although the 

. general features remain the same. An energy band mcx:iel is proposed 

to explain the observed electrical properties, which consists of a 

~, ( 
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pseudo-gap (with mobility shoulders) arising fran localization of 

states due to disorder. The fermi level is pinned dCMl near the top 

of the extended states inside the valence band due to localized states 

in the inhaoogeneous part of the structure . 

• 
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I. INTroDucrrrn 

Carbon, in its elem:mtal or allotropic and manufactured or fabri-

cated fo.rms, aside fran its use as fuel, plays a very ilrportant part in 

our everyday existence. Its value in industry may be better realized 

through the fact that carbon and its related products are produced 

annually in the United States to the value of billions of dollars. As 

diarrond, it is the hardest material knCMIl to man, whereas in the grapru. te 

fonn it is one of the softest materials available naturally. No other 

material can substitute for graphite· electrodes used in nUIOOrOUS indus-

tries (including steel and altmtintnn). The favorable high tenperature 

properties have led to the use of various carbon materials (natural and 

synthetic, which are graphite-like in structure) in the aerospace 

industry. carbon black is indispensible in printing processes, in the 

rubber trade and as a pigrrent. Activated carbon is used as a catalyst 

in many chemical processes. 

Although carbon materials have been in use for a long period of 

t:im=, their properties were not well understood, and the industry itself 

was considered a "black art." In the last few decades considerable pro-

gress has been made tcMard understanding the properties of carbon 

materials. Thorough characterization in the industry coupled with basic 

research at academic institutions has demystified "carbon materials" to 

a large extent. Although many aspects are still not understood, the 

structure of various fo.rms of carbon and their gross physical and 

chemical properties are quite clear. Based upon their response to heat 

treatment, carbon materials are classified into two categories - soft 



carbons and hard carbons. Soft carbons are those which develop a 

graphitic structure or graphitize. Hard carbons retain a disordered 

fo:rm of graphite-like structure upto the heat treabrent temperature 

o ca. 3200 c. 

2 

Glassy carbon (GC) is a hard carbon discovered about fifteen years 

ago. Its availability in bulk form (as opposed to poNder) has made it 

possible to study seriously the physical properties of hard carbons. 

Whereas it has already found use in many applications I the properties are 

still not completely understcx:xi. The structure continues to be a matter 

of debate and considerably nore work is needed to delineate its 

properties. 

In this \VOrk various teclmiques have been used to study the 

structure of glassy carbon. Various stnIctural para:rreters have been 

used to characterize the material and the effect of heat treabrent has 

been investigated. The electronic properties (primarily conductivity I a I 

a.nd magnetoresistance L\~) have been studied with two goals in mind. 

(i) to characterize the material and haN it is affected by heat treatnEnt, 

and (ii) to understand the properties on a first principle basis. Like 

the amorphous fonus of (two later nernbers of the sa:rre group in the 

periodic table of elerrents) Si and Ge, glassy carbon is a nodel material 

to study electronic properties of disordered systems. 

Chapter II provides a surrmaJ:y of the published literature relevant 

to this study. Initial scanning electron microscope 'WOrk is described 

in Chapter III. Chapter IV describes the heat treat:rrEnt procedures used. 

Transmission electron microscope studies to understand the structure of 

GC are discussed in Chapter V. Chapter VI discusses the bonding in GC 
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in tenns of the observed K-emission bands fran graphite, dianond and Ge. 

The x-ray characterization of GC is the subject of Chapter VII. The 

kinetics of change in GC, in te:ons of x-ray structure par~ters, is also 

discussed in this chapter.. Chapter VIU gives the description of low 

t.eIrq;x::lrature apparatus (including a superconducting magnet) used .for 

neasuring the electrical properties and the neasurarent :procedures are 

detailed in Chapter IX. 

Chapter X constitutes the.main thrust of this work. The 

electrical properties cr and .~ are used to characterize GC, and corre

lations are made with x-ray observations discussed ·in Chapter VII. The 

terrperature dependence of cr I and the magnetic field and terrperature 

dependence of !J.p are analyzed in detail and atterrpts are made to under
p 

stand the properties on a first principle basis. Recextmandations for 

future work are also made in this chapter. Chapter XI surrmarizes the 

results of this study of the properties of GC. 



Literature Review 

il.lStructureof carbons 

II. 1.1.. crystalliIieFotms: The structure of the various fonus of 

carbon has been reviewed in great detail by Fischbachl , Ergun2 and 

Ruland. 3 A brief account of the irrportant. aspects is l?resented here. 

The two well-knavn crystalline fonus of carbon are diamond and 

graphite. Graphite is the thennodynamically stable fonn of carbon at 

ordinary pressures. It has a layered structure, and within each layer 

each carbon atan is covalently bonded to three other atans fonning a 

hexagonal network. The 2s22p2 electrons in each carbon atan are con

sidered to undergo sp2 hybridisation producing 3 planar orbitals which 

are covalently bonded in "a bonds," with an interatanic distance of 

o 1.415 A. The fourth remaining electron has a PH wave function with 

lobes peipendicular to the layer. This is called a 1T electron. These 

4 

IT electrons are responsible for the weak bonding between the layers and 

give rise to the extrerre anisotropy in the physical properties of 

graphite. 

The structure of hexagonal graphite is shavn in Fig. II. 1. The 

hexagonal layers are arranged in an ABAB stacking. ABCABC stacking 

gives rise to rretastable rhanbohedral graphite as shoNn in Fig. II. 2. 

Rhanbohedral graphite has never been isolated but extrerre rrechanical 

treabnent, e.g grinding of hexagonal graphite can produce up to 33% 

rhcrnbahedral graphite by changing the stacking sequence. Pauling 4 has 

proposed a quinoidal structure for the layers of hexagonal graphite 

,;..' 
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which. consists of altematin9 sin9le. and double bonds as shown in 

Fig. rI. 3. This causes only small changes in bond lengths and angles 

so that the effect on x-ray diffraction patterns is subtle. 7 Its effect 

on electronic band structure is not clear. 7 

In the diarocmd fonn each carbon atan has four sp3 hybridised 

electron orbitals. These are tetragonally bonded to give rise to a 

three di.mensional network as shON11 in Fig. II. 4. The interatanic 

distance is 1.544R, thus the bonds are slightly weaker than the c-c 

bonds in the graphite layer. The specific gravity of diamond is 

3.52 g/cm3 ccnpared to 2.27 g/cm3 of graphite. Thus diarrond is the 

stable farm at high pressures. Another fonn of diamond knON11 as hexa

gonal diannnd was first proposed by· Ergun and Alexander. 5 This was 

subsequently found in Canyon Diablo and Goalpara rreteorites and can be 

synthesized at high pressures. This variant has a Wurtzi te (Zns) 

structure with C atoms at all positions as shown in Fig. II. 5. This is 

also called Lansdalite - after the distinguished crystallographer 

Lonsdale. 

Olaoite and Carbon VI are arrong the more recently discovered6 

allotropic forms. These have large unit cells and diarrond like proper

ties. These are apparently netastable forms at lCM pressures and high 

terrperatures. 7 

II. 1.2. Synthetic Carbons: ~st of the artificial carbons used 

industrially are not regarded as being crystalline. On heat treating 

at high tenperatures they tend to develop a graphitic structure. This 

prcx:::ess called "graphitization" has been reviewed in detail by 



Fischbach
l 

and racault
8 

and will be discussed in a later chapter. The 

graphitization behaviQr o;f these carbons is decided early in the 

history of carbon processing when their basic structure is detennined. 

The x-ray diffraction pattern of these carbons shaN broad synnetrical 

(001) type peaks arising fran parallel layer stacking and as:yrraretric 

(hk) bands fran internal layer disorder and faults in the stacking 

sequence. These carbons are divided into two broad groups. Those 

6 

carbons which develop a three dimensional graphitic structure are called 

"soft carbons" or "graphitizing carbons". The other class of carbons 

do nat exhibit any evidence of a three di.Irensional graphitic structure 

up to the highest heat treatment tenperature (ca. 3200°C). There are no 

traces of (hkl) (1 I- 0) lines in their x-ray patterns. These are called 

"hard caIbons" or "non-graphitizing carbons". 

Warren's -turbostractic mXl.e19 has been used extensively to describe 

the structure of soft carbons. In this nodel the layers have nearly 

perfect graphite layer structures I but there is little registry in the 

stacking of these layers. The structure is characterized mainly by the 

!rean interlayerspacing, c, detennined fran the (001) peaks. The 

increase in c, carrpared to the graphite interlayer spacing, is attributed 

to layer disorder. The other pararrEters used to characterize the struc-

ture are L , the nean diameter and L I the !rean height of parallel layer a . e . 

stacks. These are detennined ;fran the widths of apprOJ?riate x-ray 

diffraction peaks. When the graphitization has gone far enough to 

justify speaking of crystallites - La' Lc becc:xre crystallite parameters. 
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II. l.3. 'GlassyCarbOns: In the last decade or so it has beei1 

possible to care;fully decOlpOse cross-linked polymers to obtain what' 

have been called "g1assy ", . "glass-like II or "vitreous II carbons. 10 The 

7 

nOI1IlElclature cares fran a shiny black glass appearance and a glass-like 

(concoidal) fracture of these carbons. The typical properties of glassy 

ca:d:>on (GC) as carpared to graphite are listed in Table ILL The 

distinguishing properties of GC are high strength, lav density, high 

hardness, and resistance to corrosion and oxidation. It was seriously 

considered as the nose cone material,for re-entry vehicles. Recently 

it has found considerable use as a bie-material. Its carpatibility with 

human bane has led to its use in dental :i.nplants. With its corrosion 

resistance it makes an excellent heart valve. Many crucible can~ainer 

fonus are nav CCliIDCrcially available.' Depending upon the original 

polymer canposition (phenol-fonnaldehyde resin and poly-furfural alcohol 

being the rrost conman) and processing variables a wide range of proper

ties have been reported for these glassy carbons. ll 

The structure of glassy carbon has been studied using a variety of 

techniques, but the structure is not well understocd. High resolution 

electron microscopy studies12 have shCMn that GC has an entangled thin 

lath-like structure and "Jenkins Nighbnare" (Fig. 11.6) was proposed as 

a model. 

The bonding in GC has been a subject ot considerable debate. . Ergun 

and Tiensuu13 showed that clusters of tetrahedrally banded carbon atans 

give rise to diffraction peaks in the sane region where (10) and (11) 

reflections of the graphite-like structure occur. Ncrla and Inagaki 14 



have interpreted their radial distribution data in tenus of a :mx1el 

that consists 0,£ both trigonally and tetrahedrally bonded carbon at.c:xns. 

Furukawa
lS 

has suggested that Ge has tetrahedrally, triple and double 

bonded C atans. Kakinoki 16 has added an oxygen bridge to Noda and 

Inagaki 's trigonally and tetrahedrally bonded C atans. Laser raman 

8 

~~ tudi 17-18 ha t' l' 'd ' spe,-,w-oscopy s es ve no g1.ven any conc US1.ve ev1. ence e1.ther. 

Later we shall discuss our atterrpt to understand bonding in Ge using 

K-ernission bands . 
. 
Transmission electron microscopic studies have not been to success-

ful in understanding the structure of Ge. Whittaker19 has found evidence 

for various allotropic fonns of carbon in Ge. Our work in this area is 

in agreerre.nt with his results, but our interpretation differs from his. 

Whereas Whittaker has suggested that large single c:r:ystals of various 

fonns of carbon exist in Ge, we believe that the sanple preparation 

process has a large part to play, as will be described later. 

Pararreters c, L ,L as derived fran x-ray diffraction patterns have a c 
( . 

been used quite extensively to characterize Ge. These pararreters are 

found to change with HTl', shCMing quite clearly that sa.re ordering and 

crystallite grCMth does take place. In the absence of a.IOOdel it is 

difficult to assign maanings to these pararreters. It is camon to call 

c - the maan interlayer distance and L , L m=an defect free distances a c 

parallel and perpendicular to the layers respectively. 

Glassy carbon has a large voltme (about 40%) of voids which account 

for the reduced density. These voids are not connected, because glassy 

carbon has very lOW' pe.rrneabili ty to gases. They are an inportant part of 

the structure and have already been shown to affect the properties of Ge.
ll 
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These voids have been reported to be sphe.rical, ellipsoid of revolution 

and needle-:like by different workers. The void grc:wt:h with HIT has been 

shONn in the work of Bragg20 , Biswal and Bragg21 and others. 22 

9 

II. 2. Electronic ·properties bf ·Carbans: Whereas extensive review 

articles have been published on the electronic properties of single 

crystal graphite23 and graphitizing carbons24 , canparatively little work 

has been done on non-graphitizing' carbons. The electronic properties are 

relatively well-understood for near single c:rystal graphites, but even 

for soft carbons the understanding is far from cClltplete. In the case of 

hard carbons there are contradictions in the literature regarding the 

trends of the ~:i.mcntal data. We begin with a surnrna:ry of electronic 

band structure calculations for single c:rystal graphite. 

For two d:i.mcnsional single graphite layer in the tight binding 

scherre, the wave function is made up of a linear carbination of sp2 

hydridised orbitals and is of the a type, while a linear oombination of 

2pz orbitals yields a wave function of the 7T type. With this rigorous 

classification a - 7T mixing can be excluded. By treating a and 7T bands 

independently it is found that occupied and unoccupied 7T bands are found 

to be degenerate in energy at the six Brillanin zones corners and in the 

vicinity of the cb;rners the energy is a linear function of wave vector 

neasured fran a zone corner. In the tight binding scherre there is no 

overlap of 7T bands. The estimated spin-orbit interaction splitting of 

the degeneracy of the 7T bands is less than IO .... 4 eV. 

For three d:i.mcnsional hexagonal graphite the 7T bands .remain the main 

features of the band structure, but nCM the considerations of a - 7T mixing 
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and other neighbour interactions becate ~rtant. This results in the 

over lap of the two 'IT bands and the existence bf electron and hole 

pockets around Ef at the Brillonin zone edges. The Slonczewski-weiss 

rrodel is now well accepted and a consistent value of the parameters of 

this rrodel is available to explain rrost of the observed properties. 23 

The electronic properties alpng c-axis are still not understood. The 

calculated mobilities of carriers are too small to be valid, and it has 

been suggested that localization may take place along the c-direction. 23 

The electrical properties of soft carbons have been studied in 

considerable detail. Although elegant solutions and explanations have 

not always been possible, the work of Mrozawski 26 and others following 

him has been thorough. The tenperature dependence of conducti vi ty was 

studied in great detail by MrozONSki 26., The nost inportant result was 

that - "In contrast with the infinite single crystal, systems of benzene 

rings of finite diIrensions possess a finite energy gap between the filled 

and the conduction bands, the energy gap steadily decreasing with rrole

cular size - fran about 1 eV for nolecules several benzene rings wide 

to 0.2-0.3 eV for systems 30-40Ao in diameter and to .05 eV for graphite 

crystallites with diameters of the order 1000Ao • It This in conjunction 

with reasonable hypotheses regarding excess carriers and scattering from 

crystallite boundaries can be considered to have explained a (T) in soft 

carbons. 

Although all three, a, 11I and 7' have been used to characterize 

carbons, the understanding of l\r and'~, is far from ~lete. Delhaes 

has written an excellent review article on the subject
27 

and has investi

gated ~ in soft carbons quite thoroughly. 28 A qualitative understand-

.' 
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ing of llr is possible and is usually presented in terms ot the variations 

of 7 with HIT in a proposed band structure. ;For soft carbons~ is 

found to be both positive and negative. The explanation is as yet not 

satisfactory, although Delhaes has tried to employ all the available 

rrojels to explain his data. 

Only a few studies29-3l of electronic properties of GC have been 

reported. The only two prior studies29- 30 of ~ do not agree on the 

sign of Ll~ over the range of HIT and ambient temperatures. No explana

tion of the magnetic field dependence of ~ was offered in the one 

reported study. 31 The conducti vi ty and Hall Effect have not been care-

fully investigated either. 32 A recent ESR study of GC over a range of 

HIT has shavn that both localized and extended electron states of ccm-

parable density exist at all HIT's studied. 

Serre of the problems of interpretation ccme fran a lack of theoreti-

cal understanding of electronic properties in this rather ca:nplex field. 

We next review sane of the concepts to be used throughout this work. 

II. 3. Electronic Properties of Non=CJ:ystallineMaterials: 

It was first emphasized by Ioffe and Regel33 that if the mean free 

path, L, of the carriers is such that L ca. a, the lattice paranet:er -

then nonnal conduction is no longer possible. Their conclusions -were: 

(1) "The band structure has a wider basis ·than the periodicity of 

the crystal lattice. II - in explaining the observed behavior of 

electronic properties of anorphous semiconductors. 

(2) Instead of the free lIDtion of electrons follCMed by 

scattering due to an instantaneous process of inpact - sanet.i.nes the 
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nechanism of transfer cares closer to a series of individual jurrps. 

(3) "The short range order characterizing chemical forces of 

interaction between atans has a decisive significance for the deteJ::mi.-

nation of the properties of semiconductors." 

Since then, the considerable effort on the part of a large number 

of researchers has resulted in providing a plausible theoretical basis 

to these conclusions. A new set of mathematical tools I however, have 

not been invented and our understanding is lirni ted by the fact that we 

are trying to apply techniques developed for periodic crystals. The 

accepted concepts in the study of non-crystalline materials are as 

follCMs: 

(l) The density of states is a valid concept for non-crystalline 

as well as for crystalline materials and can, in principle, be detennined . 

experimentally, e. g ., by photoernissian investigations. 

(2) Under certain conditions of disorder (randcm positions and/or 

randcm potentials) the electron wave function is localized. 

It is possible then for an arrorphous material to have a continuous 

density of states, although for sare energy ranges the electron states 

are localized, so that an energy Ec can exist which has localized states 

on one side and extended states on the other side. The conduction 

arrong these localized states is by theDnally activated hopping. Mott34 

also believes that at OOK there should be a discontinuity in the 

mobility at E - leading to the concept of the nobility shoulder. c 

basis is Anderson's paper on the ",Absence of Diffusion in Certain 

The 

Randcm Lattices." Based upon these concepts the schematic density of 

states for non-crystalline systems is shavn in Fig. II. 7. 
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The hopping conduction m:chanism is a thennally activated process 

of an electron j'llllPingfrom one center to another. In each jl.ln'9? a phonon 

is either emitted Qr absorbed. Processes in which a phonon is absorbed 

are rate controlling giving a conductivity of the fom a = a e -£/kT. 
. 0 

At ION terrperatures Mott predicts that hopping to farther than the 

nearest neighbour is possible and lna is linear with l/Tl / 4
• Whereas 

a l/I'1/4 law has been found to be true in manyexperi.rrents I other 

dependences of l/Tl/n fom have been proposed, and it is often possible 

to fit the data to nore than one of these dependences. 35 

For hopping conduction there is no generally accepted theory for 

the Hall Effect. The analysis of Hall Effect data is oarmonly done by 

using the sirrple expression Ra = n: e· 

34 suggests: 

The experi.rrental evidence 

(1) The Hall nobility in semiconductors is one or two order of 

magnitude less than the conducti vi ty nobility. 

(2) The Hall Effect has often the sane sign as for electrons, 

even if ~e current is carried by holes in a valence band. 

(3) When the current is carried by electrons at F:r, IU is sare

tilres greater than ~. n.e 

(4) The activation energy for the Hall mobility.is less than that 

for theconductivity mobility; in fact it can in sate cases approach zero • 

The magnetoresistance is often found to be negative in nan-"'crystal

line roateria..k The explanation is still not clear, although many nodels 

28 . 
have been proposed. It has been shown that the Boltzman Transport 

Eqn. can never give negative~ .36 . Starting with a = n.e.]l the 
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proJ?OSed mechanisms call for an inc.rease in nand/or J.l under the in

fluence of a magnetic field. Delhaes
28 

has given an excellent summary 

of the proposed models. Unfortunately, no nodel has been put forth to 

15. explain -E.. for the case of hopping conduction. Most rrodels use extended p 

states alone or extended and localized states together. Mott 34 has 

suggested that a localized state could create order in the surrounding 

spins - thus creating a self trap that increases the hopping activation 

energy by 15.£. A magnetic field wow destroy this order, giving rise to 

negative 15.~. Neither the details of the rrechanism nor any magnetic field 

or IIEasurerrEIlt terrperature dependence have been suggested. 

For extended state, Fujitas' mode132 , when rrean free path is 

l.imi ted by boundary scattering, ~lains the sign and gives 15.~ ex: H2 in 

first order. Toyozawa 's38 m::xiel calls for spin dependent scattering of 

extended states from localized states , giving ~ -r const. for H -r 00, and 

a Brillonin function dependence (15.~) = - f (T ! e) for low H values. 

Toyozawa's nodel has been used extensively, being the only m::xlel worked 

out in detail. It has been tried even in cases when it was not clear 

that the basic tenets of the theory were in agreement with the ~i-

nental set-up. With adjustable parameters it has been possible to find 

a reasonable fit to the equations of this nodel. The problem has been 

the need to assurre large values for the local nonents, often many tines 

larger than the Bohr ~gneton.39 Other experiments such as magnetic 

susceptibility measurerrents have not confinred the validity of these 

large assl.lll'ed m::m=mts. However, the combined (J:I, T) dependence of . ~ 
p 

may have a "not-yet-understood" basis which might account for the 
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possibility of fitting the Observed data to Toyozawa' s equation. 

15 

28 .. ~ 'AH 
Delhaes has s:uggested a dependence p YS f (~) with X as an adjustable 

parameter and was able to successfully fit all of his data for one soft 

carbon at various tenperatures (A -function of the neasurement terrperature) 

to one single curve. 
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CHAP'I'ERIll 

Material8electiort ·..;.SEM Btudies 

Glassy Carbon (GC) samples were obtained fram four different 

sources for initial studies. These are na:rred here according to the 

source fran which they were obtained; Tokai GC, Beckwith GC i Lockheed GC, 

and Poly Carbon GC. These samples were examined with a scarming electron 

microscope to decide whichGC should be purchased for extensive studies. 

Typical fracture surfaces for these four kinds of GC are shCMl in 

Figures 111.1, 111.2, 111.3 and 111.4.* It 1s clearly seen that 

Beckwi th GC has many large voids, whereas the other three GC exhibit a 

featureless surface characteristic of these hard carbons. Fran the 

available data on the physical properties of these GC specinens I 

Beckwith GC had poorer Irechanical properties, and the other three were 

canparable. 

Based upon the SEM study, bulk GC in plate form of size 

8" x 2" X 1/16" was bought fram Poly Ca:rbon. Most of the GC was heat 

treated at lOOOoC for one hour. '!Wo plates each of GC heat treated at 

l8000 C and 28000 C for one hour were also obtained. These were used for 

the transmission electron microscopic and K-emission studies described 

in Chapter V and VI. For the x-ray work and electrical properties 

rreasurerrent samples were heat treated as described in Chapter IV. 

*These pictures were taken by Mr. Tan MoNIes. 
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. Heat Trea'bl;Erit ·bf ·Glassy 'carbOn '8an'ples 

rt.l. ' 'Dese;:riPtlon 

The heat treat::rrents of Glassy Carbon (GC) samples were carried out 

in a graphite furnace. The schematic diagram of the furnace is shown 

in Fig. N .1. This furnace was' water-cooled and Ar gas was used to 

maintain an inert atroc>sphere. The space between the graphite heating 

elerrent and the furnace walls was filled with insulating carbon black 

paNder. The furnace was pcMered by a po.ver supply of 20KVA rating, 

with provisions for six different "taps" saturating at increasing current 

levels. The GC samples were placed in a cylindrical graphite crucible 

3" dia. x 2 1/2" size and surrounded with GC wool. This crucible was 

placed in the center of the hot zone by resting it on a PG disc. This 

PG disc was screwed anto a graphite rod which also supported insulating 

PG discs, and the whole assembly was screwed to the botton of the fumace. 

For proper insulation these discs had carbon felt sewn with carbon fiber 

in a ring-fonn around them so that they touched the· graphite el.erOOnt at 

all times. Similarly, insulation at the tcp was provided with insulat

ing discs mounted on a hollav graphite rod. The top assembly is shCMn 

in Fig. N. 2. 

An optical pyrcmeter calibrated. for the temperature range ,lOOOoC -

30000C was used to measure the temperature. Above 20000 C the precision 

o was + 20 c. The crucible top had a hole of size 3/16" diarreter. Thus 

the crucible acted like a radiating black body. This radiation passed 

through the hollav graphite tube and quartz plate and was reflected. fran 
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the prism at the top to be observed by the pyram:ter. Plate A could be 

pulled out to IlEasure the terrperature. This arrange:rrent is also shCMIl in 

Figure DI. 2. For a hole of length to diarreter ratio of 4 in a material 

of emissivity 0.5, the effective emissivity of the bottcm of the hole is 

0.988. 40 Since the effective emissivity of graphite is greater than 0.5 

between 0.65 - 0.6].1,41 our experinental arrange:rrent is an excellent 

approximation to a black body. The correction for shift in terrperature 

due to the quartz plate was dete:rm:i.ned by placing another identical plate 

in the path of the observed ray. 

For automatic tenperature control, a hollON' graphite tube was sealed 

on to the center of the furnace ele:rrent with graphite ce:rrent (Fig. IV. 1). 

The top was covered with a glass disc and a cap screwed on to make it 

air tight. A rayo-tube heat-eye was placed in front of the hole and the 

signal generated was fed back to the power supply unit. The pcMer supply 

unit was equipped with a strip chart recorder. The pen recorded heat-eye 

signal on a non-linear terrperature scale. For automatic tert¥?erature 

control, a knob was available to set the desired terrperature. This unit 

was calibrated for each desired terrperature with the optical pyrareter. 

The terrperature was maintained within + 200 C with this feedback unit. 

IV.2. Experinental Procedures: GC pieces (1/16" thick) cut in rectangu

lar shapes (2" xl") were plaCEd in the crucible surrounded by GC wool. 

The crucible was lowered into the fUrnace using a long specially made 

clip (Fig. IV. 2) and plaCEd on top of the PG disc of the bottcm insula

tion assembly. The insulating assembly was screwed. on at the top. For 

initial preparation the furnace was left with Ar g~ flow of 5 ft
3/hr 
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for 10 minutes. Afterwards the gas flow was reduced to 1 ft3/hr I and 

water flow at 2.0 gallons/min. was .maintained. (the furnace had inter-

locks to shut itself off in case either of these flCMS were not.roain-

tained). Timer in-bypass switch was put at bypass. The proper heating 

rate was experjmentally det:e:cnined because high heating rates lead to 

cracks in GC sanples. These are probably due to the evolution of gases 

trapped inside. The po..ver-time relationship found sui table is given in 

Table N. 1. This schedule did not give cracks upto the highest 

temperatures. For automatic teIrperature control at the desired tempera

ture, the set point was calibrated using the optical pyrcmater. The 

current was switched frem manual to autanatic and the t..imer rn-Bypass 

swi tch was changed to rn position after the t..imer had been started. 

After the lapse of the time set on the timer the power supply shut itself 

off and the furnace was allowed to cool for at least one hour with gas 

and water flow on before renoving the specinens. 
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CHAPI'ER V 

TransrnissianElectranMicroscopeStudies 

V.I. . Sample Preparation : To prepare the sarrples small pieces of GC 

were crushed between two clean glass slides. carbon fiJm was evaporated 

on top of the glassy carbon dust or flakes on both the glass slides. 

The fiJm was floated off the glass slides in distilled water, and sarrples 

were collected on 100-mesh grids. These were studied in a Siemens 

EJmsikop Microscope using selected area diffraction (SAD), bright field 

(BF) and dark field (DF) techniques. Polycrystalline gold SAD ring 

patterns were photographed to obtain the carrera constant, and this value 

was used to calculate the d-spacings. GC 1000-1, GC 1800-1 and GC 2800-1 

sarrples were studied in this work. 

V. 2. Results: Based upon the SAD patterns, our results can be grouped 

in four categories. (i) Diffuse ring patterns, (ii) Spotty ring patterns, 

(iii) Single crystal patterns, and (iv) Double crystal patterns. Since 

each grid contained many ~ pieces of materials, which could separate-

ly be classed as sarrples, it was easy enough to find any of the four 

kinds of SAD patterns, for a few sarrples on each grid. 

Diffuse ring patterns, characteristic of anorphous materials, were 

seen for all the three grades of GC studied. A representative exarrple 

is shCMl. in Fig. V.l which shows SAD pattern for GC 2800-1. The d002 

spacing is found to change fran 3.6sR for GC 1000-1 to 3.44~ for 

GC 2800-1 in qualitative agreeroont with x-ray diffraction studies. 

The BF picture corresponding to Fig. V .1 is shCMl. in Fig. V. 2. Corres-

ponding DF picture, taken with an aperture over the first ring of the 
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SAD pattern is shavn in Fig. V.3. Fig. V. 4 shar.rs the typical aF 

picture for a GC 1800-1 semple. The tangled nature of the microstructure 

is quite clearly seen in these pictures. 

An exarct>le of a spotty ring SAD pattern and the corresponding aF 

picture is shown in Fig. V. 5 and Fig. V. 6. The microstructure is 

difficult to pinpoint, but it bears nore resemblance to the first group 

microstructure than the single crystal ones. 

Single crystal patterns were seen with about the same frequency as 

reported by Whittaker and Tooper19 in approximately ten percent of 

samples. These were always (001) patterns of a graphitic structure. No 

atterrpt was made to study minute changes in lattice pararreters to deter-

mine whether or not various allotropic fo:r:ms of carbon were seen in our 

work. An example of single cJ:Ystal SAD pattern and the corresponding BF 

picture is shavn in Fig. V. 7 and V. 8. The previous tangled microstructure 

has disappeared. Double cJ:Ystal patterns were seen quite often corres

ponding to single crystals rotated with respect to each other. Ai 

double pattern and the corresponding BF picture are shavn in Fig., V. 9 

and V.IO. The faulted nature of the material is quite clearly seen and 

sore boundaries are also apparent. In our studies, many angles of 

rotation were seen for double CJ:Ystal patterns and no special signifi-

cance can be attached to the angle of rotation as done by Whittaker and 

19 . 
Tooper. In one case a SAD pattern corresponding to many cJ:Ystals 

slightly rotated with respect to each other with the possibility of the 
{ 

presence of various allotropic fo:rros of carbon was seen. This is shavn 

in Fig. V.ll. The BF picture is shavn in Fig. V .12. Regular Moire' 

patterns are clearly seen in Fig. V.12. 
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V. 3. Discussion: Although our results are quite sirililar to those of 

Whittaker and Tooper
l9

, we do not believe that micron size c:rystallites 

of graphite and various allotropic fonus of carbon exist in bulk GC for 

the follCMing reason. If micron size single c:rystals do exist in bulk 

GC-IOOO-I, then after heat treating at 28000 C for two hours these GC 

plates should have graphitized which. was not observed. That such 

"seeding" does indeed take plaoe is confiJ::med in the unpublished work of 

Bradshaw et al., who while attempting to m:xlify the the:rmal conducti vi ty 

of GC by the addition of pavdered micron-sized graphite in the early 

stages of GC processing, found that after heat treabrent at around 

26000 C the material completely turned to graphite. 80 

In the author's opinion I the explanation for these observed 

single c:rystal patterns is to be found in the sample preparation pro

cedure. Whi ttaker and Tooperl9 have used a procedure similar to ours. 

We believe that during sample preparation built-in strains are released. 

The straightening of stressed graphite layers always give rise to c-axis 

patterns in electron microscope investigations. This is inherent in 

the sample preparation p::-ocedure, because these straightened layers will 

always be parallel to the glass slides. The other possibility that 

c:rystallization took place due to the intense heating in the electron 

beam is discarded because the spot patterns were seen as soon as a 

particle was brought in the center of the electron beam. 

The proposed explanation might be thought to be inconsistent with· 

Jenkin's type rncxiel (Fig. II. 6) for the structure of GC. It should be 

pointed out that Jenkin's rncxiel is nerely a. convenience and is not in 

agreement with the observed behavior of all the properties of GC. 
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For example, in a graphitic lat:.h--like structure (4"enkin's m::x:lel) the 

oxidation behavior (rate) of GC is ex,pected to be, between the two 

extreIres (knCMIl to be markedly different in pyrolytic graphite) of that 

of the a and c direction oxidation behavior of the graphite structure. 

The observed rate is close to the c-direction oxidation behavior of 

pyrolytic graphite pointing to the possibility of a skin-like structure 

for GC. That the proposed arrangem:mts are possible at roan terrperature 

is sup];X)rted by the fact that nechanical grinding alone can change 

hexagonal graphite into the rhanbohedral fonn. 

The evidence for the presence of built-in strain in GC cares fran 

various sources. Ergun 42 has done extensive theoretical and experirrental 

work on the strain broadening of x-ray diffraction profiles, and has 

concluded that the calculated values of Lc and La based on sirrple line 

broadening fO:rrrnllae which do not take acoount of lattice curvature or 

tr . be 11 b ch 80 F' chb' ch43 . hi f ,s ~ may too sma ¥ as mu as %. 1.S a 1.n s creep 

studies of GC has noted that as a result of shrinkage (approximately 

40%) during pyrolysis, GC probably has high internal stresses which are 

relieved slightly with higher heat treatnent terrperatures (greater than 

2000oC) . Also in an unpublished work Fischbach and Jenkins atterrpted to 

intercalate GC with K in a gaseous at:rrosphere, and the material was . 

reduced to dust. Their explanation was the presence of intense frozen 

stresses in GC which were abruptly relieved. 44 

Built-in stresses could also account for the brittle nature of 

GC. Although the mathematical problem of calculating the internal 

stresses resulting fran volmoo shrinkage of an anistraPic material 

during pyrolysis is fonnidable, the internal stresses ImlSt be very near 
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the fracture stress of the material, because at room terrperatures the 

fracture stress rarely exceeds 20,000 psi. rurthemore, increase in 

heat trea1::rrent temperature dramatically increases the gas pe,nreability, 

suggesting the rupturing of bonds via the locally anisotropic thennal 

expansion in adj acent regions and consequent opening of sore closed 

porosity. 

Olard45 et al have studied pressure graphitization of GC. It' was 

found that GC-IOOO could be partially graphitized under pressure, 

"lNhereas GC-3000 shONed no evidence of graphitization. The results were 

interpreted in tenns of a mcdel proposed by Noda and Kato. 46 Thepro

posed model conoeives C'OlTPletion of dehydrogenation around 1500
0

C. The 

explanation of Olard et alwas that hydrogen bonded atans can provide 

the neoessary nobility of atoms so that GC-IOOO can be partially 

graphitized under pressure. The observations are, ha.vever I consistent 

with stress relief in GC with increasing H'IT. It is interesting to note 

45 . 
that as in our '!'EM studies, Chard et al obse.rved larrellar structure 

in micron size areas. 

Even if the proposed explanation is shown to be incorrect, the 

single crystal regions camprise only a small percentage of the total 

volurre. In our x-ray studies (Ch. VII) no ,sharp peaks corresponding to 

polycI.ystalline graphite were seen superimposed on the broad peaks due 

to the disordered structure of GC. It is estilnated fran a oomparison 

of the x-ray intensity profiles of GC and polycI.y~talline graphite 

that superimposed peaks would be seen if the volurre peroentage of 

polycI.ystalline graphite was rrore than 2%. 
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V. 4. conclusions: Although '!'EM is an excellent technique for studying 

nearby single crystals, it does not seem suitable for studying highly 

disordered materials. OUr TEM studies confiJ:m the disordered nature of 

GC, but little useful information can be extracted to characterize GC. 

The occurrence of single crystal patterns is thought to be due to stress 

.relief during sarrple preparation. Thus in this instance the properties 

of bulk GC cannot be reliably correlated with results obtained using 

TEM. X-ray diffraction techniques are Imlch better for our purposes and 

they were used to characterize the material as discussed in later 

chapter. 
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K-'flnissionStudiesbfGlassycarbon 

VI. 1. . Iritrcduction: Al though many models of the structure and bonding 

of carbon atans in GC have been put forth, as reviewed in Chapter II, 

the bonding in GC is not well understood. K-emission was used to study 

the banding character of glassy carbon. K-emission bands are ooserved 

when valence band electrons fall into empty K o:rbitals. The use of 

K-emission bands to study bonding character is well established. 47 

Asstnning equal probability of transi lions fran all parts of the valence 

band, Coulson and Taylor48 ccxnpared their calculated density states N (E) 

with Olalkin's observed K-emission band of graphite. Since then many 

studies of the graphite K"'-,emission band have been reported. MaCFarlane49 

has confinred Coulson and Taylor's prediction of polal:'izability of Tr 

and 0 bands b." K-:-band emission of graphite. Both Holliday50 and 

MacFarlane analyzed their data as a sum of gaussian and non-gaus;:;ian 

pekas. Holliday concluded that the shift in peak wavelength fran 

diamond to graphite is due to the difference in weights assigned to 

various gaussian carponents. 

VI. 2. Experimmtal: Carbon K-emission bands were neasured with a 

MAC 400S electron microprobe. Second order reflection from a Lead 

Octadeconate crystal (2d = 100.5 ~) was used to analyze the .x-rays and 

the detector was a flav proportional counte,r using nethane gas and a 

1000 ~ polypropylene windav. A l5kY electron beam was used in our 

exper.i.ment. we neasured K-emission bands from diarrond, pyrolytic 

graphite (parallel lIDUIlted, Le., with c-axis parallel to the electron 
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beam) and three samples of glassycarban heat treated at 1000, 1800 

and 28000
C for 1 hr. The data is presented in normalized fonnin 
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Fig. VI.l. '!he shift in peak position fran diarrond to pyrolytic graphite 

is clearly seen in the figure. The trend for glassy carbon is that with 

higher heat treatnent ~ature the peak shilts toward the pyrolytic 

graphi te peak. 

VI. 3. Results arid DiSCUSsion: To ,facilitate the crnparison peak 

position, half width, index of asyrrmetJ:.y (defined after Ref. 50 as the 

ratio of part of the full width at half rnaxi.rrrum lying to the long wave-

length side of rnaxi.rrrum ordinate to that lying on the short wavelength 

side) and the shift in peak position relative to pyrolytic graphite 

are given in Table Vr.l. Holliday's data on diarrond is also given in 

the table. The diarrond data carpares well with Holliday's data. Minor 

difference of the detail of the emission band may be due to the use of 

an LOD analyzing crystal in this work as ccmpared to Holliday 's use of 

a grating analyzer. 

The peak wavelength of glassy carbon lies in between those of 

diarrond and pyrolytic graphite. This suggests two possibilities: 

(i) that in glassy carbon the local bonding character around each 

carbon atan is inteJ::nedi.ate to the two extren:es or (ii) that glassy 

carbon contains both trigonal and tetrcU1edral C-C bands. In view. of 

the layered structure observed in high resolutj.on electron JUicroscopy51 

the first possibility is excluded.. The· shift in peak wavelength of 

glassy carbon ta.vard the pyrolytic graphite peak with higher heat 

treabrent terrperature shows that the arrount of tetrahedrally banded 
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carbon reduces with increasing heat t;rea1::m:mt tenperature. 

The half width of glassy carbon is larger than that of either 

diarrond or pytolytic graphite and does not change with heat treatJrent 

terrg;:"lerature. This also supports the contention that glassy carbon has 

both diarocmd and graphite characterj:.stics. The large half width is the 

result of higher weight assigned to the gaUssian component corresponding 

to the diarrond peak. in the graphite K-emission band. This is better 

dem:mstrated in ;Fig. VI. 2, which sha.vs diarrond, pyrolytic graphite and 

glassy carbon bands superiJnposed on each other. The index of asyrrnetry 

also approaches the pyrolytic graphite value with increasing heat treat

ment tenperature. The part of full width at half maximum lying to the 

long wavelength side of maximum ordinate is approximately constant. 

This is further evidence that the change in the glassy carbon~ K-emission 

band with heat treat.ln=nt temperature changes the index of asymretry by 

reducing part of the half width lying to the short wavelength side of 

the rnaxirnurn ordinate. 

VI. 4.·· Conclusions: The conclusion of the in between bonding in GC ' 

. 17 18 is supported by laser raman spectroscopy studies' and photo 

1 tr .. t di 56 e ec on enuss~on sues . It seems clear that with heat treatment 

temperature GC approaches graphitic bonding - but until cxxrparisons with 

all the other kinds of c-c bonds could be made there is a certain 

incarpleteness in conclusions regarding bonding in GC. Sane evidence 

for the the.rmodynamic stability of diarocmd like bonds in GC is available 

in the recent work of S. Das on the Thexrocxlynamic 12roperties of Graphite

GC Equilibrium.
54 
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X":',RayStudiesofGlassy Carbon 

VII. 1." IntrOduction: Wide angle .:x .... ,ray diffraction was used to 

characterize the structure of heat t,reaterl 9lassy carbon sarcples." The 

range'of samples studied included isochronal heat treatments for two 

hours each at 11000C and fran 1300 to 28000C in 100°C increrrents. To 

study the kinetics of structural changes in GC, samples were heated at 

1700, 2000, 2300, 2500 and 2700
0

C fo~ various time intervals. The narnen-

clature for these samples is henceforth GC-ffiT-Tirne, e. g ., GC-1500-2 

, :rreans GC heated at 15000C for two hours. 

VII. 2. Experimental Procedures: The x-ray data were obtained on a GE 

XRD-3 diffractareter. A 1° beam slit, MR Soller slit and 0.1° receiving 

sli ts were used in our experiments. The combination was decided upon to 

obtain sufficient intensity, usually quite lav for GC samples. Our 

experiments52 with varying slit sizes have determined that the effect of 

a large slit in distorting the diffraction pattern is mainly in the la.v 

angle (2e < 15°) region. Reflection gearet:ry was used for all data in 

this work because of the higher intensity available. CuK radiation was 
ex 

used at 45KV, 40 mAo Both a Ni filter and Pulse Height Analyzer were 

used to eliminate unwanted radiation. 

For a few samples data were obtained in both point count and ,recor

der m:xies'. For the fo:tme,r, fixed counts of 10
4 

were llJade at each value 

of 2e. For the recorder m:xie, the goniareter was noved at 2° /min and 

chart speed was adjusted so that the chart absissae divisions corresponded 

to 0.10(2e) intervals. After applying all the corrections discussed 
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below, the two sets of data were found to be equivalent. Hence, the 

recorder technique was used fo,!' the majority of sarrples .Fo,!' the 

isochronals, intensity data were recorded in the 2e range 10 - 650
, and 

the base line was taken to be the intensity value at 650
• For the 

kinetic studies, data were recorded in the 2e range 10 - 370
, and the 

m:inirrum intensity value for 2e > 300 was used as the base line. This 

m:inirrum falls in the 2e range 35 - 370
• 

VII. 3. Data Analysis: The data were corrected by first subtracting 

the base line intensity and dividing out the L-P and f2 factors. The 

data were then nonnalized to the maximum intensity value in each case. 

The ccnputer program used for data reduction and plotting is included in 

Appendix I. Typical intensity profiles before and after correction are 

sho.vn in Figures VII. 1 and VII. 2. For the isochronals three para:rreters 

were obtained fran the intensity vs. sin e plots. 

1. d002 - fran the (002) peak position using "- = 2dsine 

2. L - from the width at half maxi.rmlm of the (002) peak using SCherrer's 
c 

3. 

0.45"
formula Lc = ~(sin e ) 

c 

L - fran the width at half maximum of the (hk) band using Warren's 
a 

0.92"formula, L = a il(sine) . a 
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VII. 4 .';ReSults 

VII 4. 1. 'lsOChrorialStUdies: The variations of d002 ' Lc and La for the 

isochronals are sha.vn in rig. VII. 3. Theinterlayer spacing d
002 

decreases initially, is approximated constant at 3.44R fran 15000 C to 

23000 C and then decreases continuously to a value of 3.40~ for GC 2800-2. 

The peak, position is diffiClllt to detennine precisely, even after all the 

correctioos have been applied. These data are accurate to only + .005l{. 

Lc increases with HIT, and there appear to be two shoulders - the first 

at 'V1600oC and the second at 'V21S0oC. The variation in La follCMS the 

same general trend as in d 002 and Lc. 

Three regioos can be separated in the HIT variation of Lc' La and 

d002 • Belo.v a HIT of 1500
o
C, both Lc and La increase with HIT and d002 

° ° decreases with HIT. Fran 1500 C to 2100 C d002 is approximately constant 

at 3~4~ while Lc increases continuously, whereas La increases only 

slightly. The third region is above 2300oC, where both L and L increase c a 

with HIT and d002 decreases. This is seen quite clearly in Fig. VII. 4, 

where Lc and La are plotted against d002 . 

VII. 4.2. Kinetic Studies: First the superposition technique 53 for 

graphitization studies is briefly described. If a property, Pr follCMS 

first order kinetics, 

where Pi' l' f are the initi,al and final values of the property l? For a 

thennally activated process' the ,rate constant k is expected to follCM, 

k = k .exp (-Lill/RI') = k .K(T) 

° ° 
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Plotting the property vs lnt, if a translation along In (t.i.ma) axis 

superimposes curves for different HIT, then 

In K(T) ;:: lnto _ lnt ~"';"Lill. (1 ~ ! ) 
K(T ) R T T o 0 

where the subscript "0" refers to an arbitrarily chosen reference curve 

of P vs lnt. Hence a plot of such shifts along lnt:, needed to superirrpose 

all the curves onto the referenae curve, against liT gives the activation 

energy flH. 

Shift = In K (T) 
K(T ) o 

K(T) = HTT time for a certain data point 
K (T ) Equivalent HIT time for the SaJre 

o point fran the master curve. 

The plot of Lc vs lnt for five different HIT is sha.vn in 

Fig. VII. 5. The curves for 1700 and 20000 C are seen to be superirrpos-

able but do not overlap the higher HIT curves. This seems to canfinn 

that they belong to a different region and the kinetics of this region 

is rather SICM. The curves for the other 3 HrT's do overlap and taking 

L for GC2700-2 as a reference point they can all be made to fall on ar..e c 

single curve as sha.vn in Fig. VII. 6. The plot of the shifts vs. lIT 

sha.vn in Fig. VII. 7 gives an activation energy "'200 + 30 Kcal/nole. 

Attercpts to perfo~ similar analysis on La and d002 were only 

partially successful because of the scatter in the data. A c:ctrpOsite 

plot for d002 ' using the translations fran Fig. VII. 6 is sha.vn in 

Fig. VII. 8. The variation is seen not to be inconsistent with the 

calculated activation energy.' The inaccuracies in La arise fran the 
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superinposition of (004) peak. It is difficult to subs tract out (004) 

because of the inherent breadth of the maxima. The width of (hk) band 

at 75% is not appreciably effected by (004) , and this para:m=ter, L', can . a 

be- similarly analyzed. The oarnposite profile and activation energy 

plots are sha-m in Figs. VII. 9. and VII. 10. The activation energy is 

found to be 225 + 30 KcaL/mole. 

VII. 5. Discussion: Whereas the interpretation of d
002 

is straight

fo:rward, Lc and La cannot be sinply interpreted as c:rystalline diIre:nsions. 

It is well kna-m that Lc and La contain strain broadening effects, and 

the real c:rystallite broadening should be smaller , giving larger Lc' La ~2 

Also, for a disordered material such as GC the definition of "c:rystallite" 

is not clear at all. These have usually been called :rrean defect free 

distances in c and a directions respectively. In principle, the strain 

caIiXlnent can be separated for Lc' if (001) peaks (1 = 2, 4 I 6, 8) are 

available. For GC these peaks are extrerrely difficult to resolve 

because of the overlapping of (001) and (hk) bands. 

The separation into three regions and the appearance of two 

shoulders is in qualitative agreerrent with pressure graphitization 

studies45 where shoulders were seen around 1500 and 22000 C. 
I 

The three regions can be understood on the follaNing basis. Up to 

the HTI' of 1500
0 C, the material is going through sene sort of a 

"settling da-m" process, e. g . I carpletion of dehydrcx;enation around 

15000 C has been suggested by many workers45 , 46. The increase in L 
c 

fran 1500-21000 C could be due to strain relief. At the end of this 

stage, we have a highly disorganized carbon with d002 ~ 3. 4~ and ve:ry 
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small crystallite size. In the third s~e the structure slowly evolves 

towards the ideal graphite structure. But even at 2800
0

C the interlayer 

spacing of 3. 40l( is much larger than the ideal 3. 35l(. It seems that this 

material is :metastable in its disordered fonn and the.rnodynamic evidence 

for this is given in the work of Das and Hucke. 54 

VII. 5.2. Kinetic Studies: In our kinetic data curves of Lc versus lCXJ 

t are seen to be superirnposable for l7000 C and 20000 C heat treatment 

temperatures .It should be possible to study strain relief in this 

region, although rather long tines are required to get small changes. 

The activation energy for structural change for HIT > 2300
0

C is found to 

be '\.0200 Kcal/IIDle. It should be pointed out that no att.errpt has been 

made to rerrove strain broadening effects in this region. If these are 

large, the effect would be to increase the estimate of the activation 

energy." 

Kinetics of graphitization has been reviewed. in detail by 

Fischbachl and Pacault8 . The activation energy values reported range 

fran 90-270 Kcal/mole. For graphitizing carbons '\.0260 Kcal/IIDle is the 

accepted value,· and the rrechanisms is considered to be vacancy diffusion. 

Unfortunately, estimates of activation energy for vacancy diffusion vary 

quite a bit and no reliable direct rreasurerrent of self diffusion has been 

made. It is accepted that the activation energy obtained for GC in this 

study of Lc is less than that for graphitizing carbons. This could be 

due to an exce~s concentration of point defects in the disordered struc-

ture. "This seems a reasonable assurrption, and sore experi.rrental evidence 

is provided by the observation of Delhaes & Marchand on the relative ease 
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of introducing substitutional Boron into disordered graphitizing 

carbons carpared with the difficulty of introducing it into graphite" 

(Fischbach) .1 
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VII. 5.3. Structure ModelforGC: Based upon our experinental obsezva-

tions, the model for structure of glassy carbon should be as follCMS: 

Up to l5000 C the precursor polymer decides the structure and JenkinS' 

intel:wound laths model would be the appropriate description. Above 

2300oHIT, GC is rrore like a turbostractic carbon and a randanly 

oriented crystallites rrodel seems to be the correct description. These 

crystallites would be surrounded by voids and tetrahedrally lxmded 

carbon. The increase in penreability to gases with HIT would require 

presence of microcracks connecting increasing nmnber of voids to each 

other. The in-between range· description is probably closer to Jenkins' 

rrodel than anything else. 
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CHAPTER YIII 

VIII. 1. . Desc::ription: The lew terrperature facility consists of a multi-

chambered c:ryostat with a superconducting magnet and associated vacuum 

and electronic systems. 

VIII. 1.1. Cryostat: The schematic diagram of the c:ryostat is shewn in 

Fig. VIII. 1. The cryostat consists of five chambers. BATH is the 

chamber for liquid He. This/~tkrounded by an evacuated chamber which is 

cormected to the vacuum chamber surrounding the liquid N2 chamber. This 

caribined vacuum chamber is called DEWAR. The other three chambers fonn 

an insert that fits inside the BATH. The innernost is the SAMPIE chamber. 

This chamber goes dcMn into the cylindrical hole of the superconducting 

magnet. The SAMPIE chamber is surrounded by the par chamber. This 

chamber is fitted with a needle valve which can be operated from outside 

to transfer liquid He from the BATH into the par. par and BATH are 

separated by an evacuated chamber called ISO (short for isolation). 

The associated vacuum system is shewn in Fig. VIII. 2. This system 

has the ability to evacuate any of the five chambers with the :rrechanical 

Pl.llTp and the par I ISO and DEWAR chambers can be evacuated with the 

diffusion Pl.llTp as well. The pressure in each of the chambers can be read 

an an NRC thennocouple gauge having a 0-200011 range. J'or Par pressures 

two extra gauges were provided for accurate pressure neasurerrent in 

50-800 TIm and 0-50 rom range. Cryopumping is used for ISO and DEWAR to 

-7 attain a vacuum better than 10 em of Hg. These chambers are filled 

with N2 gas, evacuated, refilled with N2 gas and evacuated again. This 
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is repeated at least two times to.make sure that only N2 gas remains 

inside. The chambers are then diffus;i.on p11I1ped to better than 1)1 of H3' 

pressure and sealed off. As liquid He is filled in the BATH, the N2 gas 

liquifies to give an excellent vacuum. The vacuum system is fitted with 

He (g) .and N2 (g) lines as well. He (g) can be intrcrluced in all chambers. 

N2 gas is used with DEWAR and ISO chambers only. The system has an 

autanatic liquid N 2 fill relay to maintain liquid N 2 in the outer shield. 

J 
VIII. 1. 2. . SS?erconducting Magnet: The superoonducting magnet sits at 

the bottan of BATH chamber as sharm in Fig. VIII. 1. It has a cylindrical 

hole in the center for the sarrple charrber. The supercanclucting magnet 

is wound with Nb 44% Ti filarrents in a CU matrix. It prcxiuces a maximum 

SOI<G field with better than 1% hanogenei ty in a 1 1/2" diameter x 2" 

region in the center. 

The superconducting magnet is par.rered by a 60A paver supply. This 

is coupled to a sweep supply and interlocked with a He level detector. 

The He level detector has four resistance sensors approximately 4 II apart 

fran each other. When a sensor is inmersed in liquid He a green light 

is lit up othe:rwise a red light is on. The interlock is such that if 

all four lights. are red, the pcMer supply will not send any current to 

the magnet. This is to protect the magnet from being operated without. 

sufficient He. The sweep input to the pa.ver supply can raise the field 

fram 0 to max:i.mum in a minimlm of one .minute and max.i.nrum of 1000 minutes 

with choices in between. Thernaxinrum field can be set on the pcMer 

supply by setting the appropriate limit on the cUrrent. The pc:Mer supply 

has an analog output corresponding to the current being supplied. Thus 

the field value can be autanatically recorded. 
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VIII. 1.3. . . SCll'l}>le . prObe: The sarrq?le probe used in our experim:mts is 

shawn in ;Fig. VIII. 3. It consists of a hollow stainless steel tube with 

a CU llOilllting block for samples and tertperature sensors. A screw""'On Cu 

cap is provided to maintain a thenna.l equipotential. I Copper discs are 

soft soldered onto the stainless steel tube to s:i.nplify alignment in the 

chamber (and possibly to reduce heat losses)]. The copper IrOilllting 

block has a heater wire wrapped around it to control the terrperature. 

The sample configuration is as shown in the figure. With this design of 

the probe, it was possible to study two samples at the sane tine. All 

the electrical connections are made with insulated copper wires. These 

wires were taken inside the stainless steel tube and connected to a 26 

pin vacuum sealed conrtector. Another cable then took those wires to a 

box fran where they were distributed as described in Chapter IX. To 

reduce noise, twisted pairs were used for current input to the sample, 

resistance leads and Hall leads. Three terrperature sensors were fixed 

to the copper mount. The GaAs diode sensor was used in conjunction with 

the tertperature controller (see VIII. 4). pt and Ge resistance sensors 

were provided for autanatic data collection. The Pt sensor was for 

o. 0 40-300 K range and the Ge sensor for T< 40 k. 

VIII. 1. 4 .T~ature Controller: A cryogenic terrpe,rature controller 

was used to control the sample terrperature. This unit supplied a current 

to the GaAs sensor and the voltage developed was used to .rreasure the 

temperature by obtaining a null deflection on the rreter. With a 

calibrated sensor the potenianeter setting for a NULL deflection gave 

the temperature reading. This unit also supplied current to the IOn 
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heater. ;For autanatic control the potentiareter ,was set at the desired 

terrq?erature value and the unit was switched in Auto. To safeguard 

against burning of the heater wire, heater current was manually controlled 

until the temperature was close to the desired value. 

VIII. 2 • ClJ:?erating Procedures: To prepare the system for a RUN the ISO 

and DEWAR systems were made ready for cryOPl.lllping as discussed in 

section VIII. 1. 1. The flexible liquid He transfer line was prepared 

in a similar manner. Once prepared, the two chambers anq the transfer 

line remain good for at least five runs, when they should be reprepared. 

If water condenses on the outside of the cryostat or the transfer line 

before then, they must be reprepared. The sarrples were nounted on the 

sarrple probe and the probe was Jbwered into the sarrple chamber. BATH, 

par and SAMPLE were filled with He (g) and evacuated a fEM ti.nes to make 

sure only He (g) remained in these chambers. These chambers are left with 

'V200011 of He, and the automatic liquid N2 fill unit is left on overnight 

to cool the system. This precooling is necessary to avoid waste of 

liquid He. With properly prepared system the overnight precooling 

brings the system dcmn to'V120K. The magnet resistance is used to 

moni tor magnet tenperature. l.ts rcx:m temperature resistance is 'V 13000 • 

After the overnight cooling it is brought dcmn to 'V 5000 • Liquid He 

transfer is started the next norning with a very slo.v transfer rate to 

cool the magnet. As the magnet res:j..stance drops to 0, the transfer rate . 

is increased to fill the :aA.Tli with liquid He. As the level of liquid He 

rises above the magnet the first green light canes an. The transfer 

line extension going inside the c:ryostat is raised four inches each tine 
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a green light canes on so that one is always transferring liquid He fran 

above the He level. The transfer is stopped when all the four green 

lights are on. Now the magnetic field can be turned on. To larer the 

terrperature of the sanple liquid He is transferred into the par. To do 

this the BATH vent is closed off which develops pressure of boiling He 

in the BATH. The needle transfer valve is opened and as the par 

pressure cc:xres to atm. pressure I the par vent is opened. As the needle 

valve allows very slow liquid transfer lit is necessary to keep the BATH 

vent barely open to avoid popping of the BATH pressure relief valve. As 

the He gas rate increases at the par vent, the transfer is cx:xrplete. 

'The needle valve is closed and BATH vent is opened. 'The sanple He (g) 

pressure is adjusted for the proper temperature ranges. 

4.2-20'\ 

20-50~ 

50-100'\:. 

100-300'\ 

"'Atm 

200-500}.1 

Once the ICMest terrperature has been reached I data is recorded and the 

sanple is slCMly heated up to the roan temperature. 'Ihe He (g) pressures 

above were found to be nost adequate for autanatic temperature control. 

With too llU.lch CX)()ling the heater current is high and with too little 

cooling the temperature tends to oscillate. 
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~urerrentofElectricalproperties 

IX. 1.. DeScriptiOri of the System: The schematic diagram of the 

electronics involved in the rreasurement of the electrical properties is 

sho.vn in Fig. IX. 1. The internal oscillator source of a PAR 124 lock-

in arrplifier was used for the supply V .. A lOIill resistor was used to 

generate a current source of 'VI rnA for the low resistance sarrple. The 

exact current was determined by rreasuring the voltage V • . s 

I = V /R s s s 

The resistance signal was taken to the inputs of lock-in emplifier 1 

and the difference voltage V was determined fran the out of the out of 

the lock-in arrplifier 1. 

v ;::; YIAl x scale factor (detennined by 
the sensi ti vi ty selector 
switch position) 

The Hall voltage leads were similarly taken to lock-in emplifier 2, and 

the output was used to determine VH• 

The conductivity, (J, was calculated as 

1 Rs b xt 
(J = - = -x V x 1 p Vs P 

1 = length of the semple 

b = width of the semple 

t = thickness of the semple 

The magnetoresistance was calculated as 

.~ = P (H)"; e (0) . 
P P (0) 
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The Hall coefficient was calculated as 

(H in Gauss) 

To ensure accuracy and to eliruinate spurious effects, the magnetcr 

resistance was neasured for both directions of the magnetic field H. No 

significant difference was found for any of the sarrq;>les studied .. All 

the rreasurerrents were done at a signal frequency of 100 c/s, wi,th both 

the lock-in amplifiers in band-pass mode. The precision of the data was 

detenuined by taking many readings at the SanE te.n'q?erature without and 

with the magnetic field. With H = 0 accuracy of + .01% was obtained ~or 

signals V '\.. • Smv, typical for our samples. In presence of the magnetic 
. P 

field only + .05% accuracy could be obtained. This was due to our 

inability to use the autanatic control function of the CIYogenic 

te.n'q?erature controller I because the GaAs sensor is affected by the 

magnetic field I especially at ION te.n'q?eratures. Thus small changes in 

te.n'q?erature due to changes in the pressure of the chamber and/or eddy 

current heating could not be autanatically corrected for. The reprcr 

ducibili ty of the system was checked by taking data on the SanE sample 

in different 'runs'. The data frcm two different 'runs' were wi thin 

0.1% of each other. 

It was difficult to get accurate neasurerrents of l}rl because "the 

signal was typically '\..lJlV and often the misaligrnrent voltage was nRlch 

larger than that. 

IX. 2. Sample Shape: The sample shape was derived based upon the 

following considerations. 
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(1) to avoid shorting of the Hall Effect lib > 4.74 

(2) The side-ann l' was restricted by the smallest width of the 

available cutter of 30 mil size. 

(3) The thickness of the sanple was usually taken to be 20-30 mils. 

This was found to be satisfactory I whereas 10 mil sanples gave poorer 

accuracy in the data because of Eddy current heating effects. It was 

desirable to have t as small as possible so that V would notbecaoo very . p 

small. 

To achieve reliable contact to the sanple various techniques were 

tried. Atterrpts to plate a contact rretal were unsuccessful even when 

the contact face was sandblasted to increase surface roughness. The 

plated rretal could always be peeled off with fingers. Similar failure 

was encountered with evaporatibon atterrpts. Nonnal tin solder would not 

wet the . sanple and was of no use. Sate success was obtained with the 

use of In solder. Gold or Cu wires (15-20 mil) were rolled into a ball 

on a flarre I harmered into a flat 'foot' and set at the contact withIn 

solder. This could not stand the thennal shock and would care apart in 

a quick change of terrperature and often at ION terrperatures «30~). 

The'technique found to be IOC>st successful was coating the contacts with 

silver paint and use a Be-CU alloy strip as the pressure contact I 

screwed down into the CU nounting block. This nethod was used for all 

the data replotted in this work. 

The sanples were prepared by grinding a 1" x 1/2" GC pie~ cut with 

a dianond saw I to ""20 mils. This was }?Olished on a 400 grade paper to 

obtain thickness uniform within + .1 mil. Next the saI!l?le was cut using 
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an ultrasonic cutter. This was made out o.f tool-steel and nounted on a 

steel block .for proper resonance. 

IX. 3 .. System Operation: The system preparation has already been 

discussed in Chapter VII. All the electrical units were turned on at 

least one half hour before any data were taken to stabilize the units. 

Al though often enough data were taken as the terrp:rature was going dONn, 

it was found best to first bring the sample to its lowest temperature 

and then slowly heat it up. Thus in the begiruling all the major liquid 

helitnn use was cfualt with. The BATH was left with at least two lights 

of liquid He and with properly prepared system each light would last at 

least three hours allowing a full day to collect data of the two samples 

inside. 

The proper pressure ranges for sample chamber have already been 

rrentioned in Chapter VII. To take a conducti vi ty reading (H = 0), the 

automatic temperatm;:-e control could stabilize the temperature in not much 

more than one minute. For H ~ 0 data it was necessary to stabilize the 

temperature for about 5 minutes, so that the constant current needed to 

maintain the te:rrperature could be manually set for the time it took to 

take the data. This was· necessary since autanatic temperature control 

was not possible because of the magnetic field' s effect on the GaAs 

sensor. At the lowest terrp:rature heater current in the X. 03 Anp range 

is sufficient and nore should not be used. If nore is needed, this 

would rrean too much liquid He boiling off fran a badly prepared system, 

and terrperature stability is poor. .Fran 20-50 the range should be X.lA 

and later Xl Anp. Above lOOK, it is ccmnon to have .6 Anp current -



this is primarily detennined by the best possible vacuumabtainable 

in the saIIq?le chamber. 

The magnetic field takes about one .nUnute to stabj.lj.ze and data 

should be taken after that tine. '!he liquid N 2 autanatic relay is a 

big source of noise input to the system and data should nat be taken 

during the tine the relay changes its state. 
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In a typical ' nm' the sample tenperature was first brought da-m to 

the la.vest tenperature and (] readings were taken in steps of 10 K up to 

10'\. At 10'\ the current for constant tenperature was detenn:i.ned and 

H t- 0 readings were taken. '!he H t- 0 sets were taken at 10, 20, 40, 60, 

77 . 35°, 100, 150, 200 I 250, and 300'1<.. Conductivity readings were taken 

in steps of 2'\ fran 10-20'1<., 4° steps from 20-40'\, in 5° steps to 

100'\ and 10° steps fran there on to 300'1<.. 
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Electricalrrgeertiesbf GlassyCat.bon 

X. 1. rrttroduction: The electrical properties extensively studied were 

conductivity, (J, and magnetoresistance~. The ~imental results are p 

presented first, follcwed by a phenarenological analysis, carparisan with 

theory, discussion and conclusion. 

As described in Olapter IX, Hall Effect data were difficult to 

cbtain due to the frequent presence of a large misaligrnrent voltage. 

Reliable data could be obtained only for a few sarrples. Typical 

magnetic field and terrperature dependence of the Hall Coefficient, ~, 

is shawn in Fig. X.1 A weak dependence on tenperature can be seen at lew 

fields. At high fields, ~ saturates and the tenperatur~ dependence 

disappears. The saturation Ra value is plotted against HTT for the 

isochranically heat treated specimens in Fig. X. 2. The general shape of 

the curve is in agreerrent with Yamaguchi I s data on GC A. The variation 

in the nurrber of carriers calculated fran n = lR_ is shawn in Fig. X.3. e·_
H 

Although the numbers obtained are larger by a factor of 10, the general 

shape of the curve is in agreerrent with the variation in the number of 

spins with HIT seen in the ESR work of Orzeszko and Yang. 32 No further 

analysis of the Hall Effect data shall be presented. 

X. 2. Experinental Results: 

X. 2.1. ConductiVity cr: The rocm terrperature conductivity ;far the 

isochronally heat treated speciro=ns is found to be ru200n-l -an-l • The 

change in (J at the lcwest terrpe;ratures studied ehOOK)is found to be 

<25%. Typical dependence of (J on T in the high HTT region (H'lT > 2000°C) 

is shawn in Fig. X.4. For GC sanples with H'lT < 2000
0

C the lcw 
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temperature behavior of (j is markedly different as shCMn in Fig. X.5. 

The temperature dependence of (j is analyzed in the follCMing section. 

X. 2.2. 'Magnetbresistarice~: The magnetoresistance was found to be 
, ~ P' 

negative for all the samples sttrlied. 'The magnitude of '~ increases 
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with the applied magnetic field H and as the measurenent temperature, T, 

is lavered. The magnitude I~I also increases with HIT. This is shcMn 

in Fig. X. 6 where ~ at H = 50 KG is plotted against HIT for a few 

temperatures. Typical H, T dependence of the magnetoresistance is shCMn 

in Figure X. 7. 

X. 3. Phenarenological Analysis: 

X. 3.1. Conductivity: The initial att:eIrpts 75 (nON considered 

inadequate) to analyze the t.errperature dependence of (j consisted of 

plotting lna vs l/T. The incentive came fran the apparent semiconducting 

behavior of a. A typical plot is shCMn in Fig. X. 8. A straight line 

dependence can be found at higher tenperatures and the activation energy 

calculated fran the slope gives a value 'V2 meV for all the samples. 

It was suspected that the major contribution to a may care from hopping 

conduction arrong localized states I and a plot of lna vs 1/Tl / 4 was 

atterrpted to dete:r:mine if variable range hopping is the right mechanism. 

The data of ;Fig. X. 8 are replotted in Fig. X. 9. A linear relationship 

is found only over a limited range of temperatures. This is suspicious 

since far other cases where hopping conduction is in fact observed, the 

, , 34 35 
dependence extends over a large range of temperatures. ' 
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The next atte'rrpt was pranpted by the ESR study of Orszesko and 

yang32 who found a cx::xtq;>arable density of localized and conduction spins 

over a broad range of HTl' in Ge. It was anticipated that due to the 

small c:rystallite size in GC (ChaRter VII) a boundary scattering 

rrechanism should dominate far extended states at all temperatures. To 

separate the two contributions lna was plotted against T. The curves 

were found to be straight lines over a long range of t.en'peratures. At 

lew temperatures, depending upon the HTl', two characteristics were 

evident. (i) saturation for HTl' > 20000 C and (ii) a sharp decrease in 

a for HTl' < 20000 C. Typical plots are shown in Figs. X. 10 and X. 11. 

The intercept ao of the straight line lna = lnao + A. T, is found to be 

equal to (wi thin the rreasurenent accuracy) the saturation value of 

higher HTl' material. The plot of ao vs HTl' is shown in Fig. X. 12. 

Bounda:ry scattering is expected to give rise to a temperature 

independent contribution to a. 26 (see X. 4.1) Taking a 0 to be such a 

contribution, plots of In (a-a
o

) vs 1/1'1/4 were found to be straight 

lines for all the sanples, as shown in Fig. X. 13 and Fig. X. 14. 'Ihe 

variation in the slopes of these plots is small, but the trend is 

tcward sarewhat increasing slope as the HTl' is lcwered. 

The remaining contribution in a is found to be HTl' sensitive at 

ION temperatures. As can be seen in :Fig. X. 15, the decrease in a 

becares mJre pronounced as the Hl'l' is lcwe.red. 

x. 3.2..MagrietoresiStcince: The first atterrpt to analyze .~ , consisted 

of detennining the field dependence at a fixed T. Plotting·~ ex: :If. on 
p 

a log-log scale, a pa.ver relationship ~ a If was found to be applicable . p 
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at high fields. The HIT, T dependence of the exponent n is shown in 

Fig. X. 16. The behavior of n for HIT > 20000 C is quite consistent. 
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It increases from "'1.0 at lOok to "'2.0 at 100"k. There is also a slight 

.. 0 
increase in n as H'IT is lowered. For H'IT < 2000 C no generalizations 

can be made. 

\
.t.p \1/2 

To analyze the canbined (H,T) dependence p was plotted 

against log HII'. This resulted in a series of parallel curves I as shown 

for one case in Fig. X. 17. Upon introoucing a paraneter A (T) in the 

absissae log AH/T these could be superimposed on a single curve I as 

shCMIl in Fig. X. 18. The sane analysis was applicable to all the 

/
1:. 11/2 

sarrples, 1. e. by an appropriate choice of A'S I~ could be plotted 

on a single curve as a function of log A~. Furthentnre , the curves for 

various H'IT sarrples could be superimposed by a translation along the 

absissae. 

To eliminate the arbitrariness in the choice of A = 1 at lOoK in 

each case, the terrperature dependence of A was investigated. A was found 

to be proportional to Tl/2 in nest cases. The next step was to plot 

rl:.~ 11/2 against H/Tl/2. In this plot all data autanatically fallon a 

single curve. This plot was successful for all the higher.H'IT sarrples. 

An exarrple is shCMIl in Fig. X. 19. 
o Below 2000 C H'IT I the data do not 

behave as well and departure can be seen in Fig. X. 20 for 1800-2. The 

log 1~ll/2 versus log (H/Tl/2) curve can be cOlpared to Bl/2 (x) 

function as ShCMIl in Fig • X. 21. 

X. 4 • Theory and Discussion: 

X. 4.1. Conductivity: The conductivity is found to consist of three 

contributions. (i) A terrperature independent (Jo' (ii) variable range 
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I /

4
), and (ii.i) an ana:rrolous part at lcm 

terrperatures in lcmer BTl' rraterial. 
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A temperature independent contribution due to boundary scattering 

in carbon has been found earlier in the work of Mrozavski 26, who 

analyzed the temperature dependence of reSistivity in terms of a m::::xiel 

where an energy gap between valence and conduction bands was assurred. 

Excess holes were postulated which were considered to be the result of 

trapping of resonance IT electrons by carbon atoms on the periphery of 

crystallites. The temperature dependence was successfully explained by 

assuming a temperature independent boundru:y scattering contribution and 

a phonon scattering te:rm linear with T. An ana:rrolous contribution was 

seen for small crystallite size materials which was called IIcontact 

resistance C (T) II. Klein24 also found a temperature independent boundary 

scattering contribution in his study of electrical properties of 

pyrolytic graphites. 

To check the consistency of the assurrption of a t.errperature 

independent contribution of boundary scattering to conductivity, we 

calculate (j using o 
2 n.e .T 

(j = ---
m* 

where n is the number of the carriers, T is the.nean scattering time 

given by 

T ;::; l/V 

I = .nean free path 

v = velocity of carriers 

and m* is the effective mass of carriers. 
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We take n to be the value obtained fran ~ in the high HIT range. 

The quantity n is not expected to change appreciably with temperature, 

as seen in the weak deperrlence of ~ on temperature in cur data a.rrl 

that of Yamaguchi. 29 Other studies o~ carbons30 , 31 also sean to 
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. irrlicate that when ~ similar to cur is obse:rved, ~ does not vary much 

wi th temperature. As will be discussed later, this is a natural 

consequence if the fermi level is pinned dawn by localizerl states. ~Ve 

take n to be 7.l019cm-3 . 

The mean free path, 1, would be of the order of the crystallite 

size L (Chapter VII). The value taken here is 30Ao . The velocity of a 

carriers is taken to be the same as in graphite. The justification canes 

fran the observed closeness of GC am graphite K-anission bams in a..rr 

work a.rrl the photoanission studies of Shirley et al. 56 Little ~hange 

is expected in the velocity with regard to tanperabrre, since the fermi 

level is pinned dawn by localized states. K1ein24 has also concluded 

that v is only weakly deperrlent on temperature. ll\Te take v to be 

2 x 107 an/sec (Ref. 76), am m* to be rvO.5 x m, where m is the mass of 

the free electrons, for carbons with crystallites of about 30Ao 

diameter, as deduced bv Mrozowski. 26 The calculated a is 590 rI 1-cm -1 • 
.J. ' 0 

This value is abrut three times larger than measured which cru1d be due 

to a too large value of n calculated fran 111' The order of magnitude 

comparison is satisfactory. 

The contri1::ution of the localized states to corrluctivity, , is via 

hoppin:J conduction mechanism. At law temperatures, when tunnelling to 

farther than the nearest neighbour is possible, the corrluctivity varies 

34 as 



where 

lner = A - B/I'1/4 

3 \1/4 

B = 2.1(~ ~.N I 
a = decay paraneter of localized wave 

function with distance R(e-aR) 

k:s = Bol tzman I s constant 

N = Density of states per an3 per eVa 

No attempt has been made to pinpoint the exact mechanism, because as 

discussed by Hil125 , a straight line fit to 1;r1/3 of 1;r1/7 would be 

equally possible. The trend of increasing slope B at laver H'IT is 

consistent with stronger localization (larger a) expected in the 

structurally worse material. 

The anannlous part is found to becane m::>re pronounced as H'IT is 
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lowered. Thus it is related to structural disorder. We believe that it 

arises from the lath-like structure of the lower H'IT materials. Whereas 

at higher T the carriers are scattered at a distance, measured by L , at . a 

lCM T the carrier rrotion is :i..npeded by the curvature of these laths. 

The curvature of these laths might present S<::l[I)a sort of barrigr increas-

ingly difficult to sw::rrount as T is lowered. There might be sane corres

pondence between this ananolous part and the contact resistance C (T) in 

MrozONSki I s26 work. 

The tenq;:lerature dependence of q found in this work is similar to 

that seen previously in other studies24 , 29, 20, 57, although the 

analysis has never been as thorough. Bucker58 found only a Tl/4 
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dependence of lno for a glassy carbon upto HIT = l200oC. This .might be 

due to the pcx>r crystallinity of his .material. It seems that his 

material might have been like aroc>rphous carbon films which have crystal-

< 0 -1/4 lites of size '" lOA , and a T law is obeyed over a long range of 

temperatures. 59 A linear dependence of log a on T or log T has been 

found by same workers for anorphous carbon films. 60 It seems likely that 

an analysis similar to ours might be applicable in these cases. 

X. 4.2. Magnetoresistance: The theories of negative magnetoresistance 

have been sumnarized by Delhaes et al. 28 Based upon our understanding 

of the behavior of conducti vi ty in GC, it is clear that the theories 

applicable are those which describe the effect of magnetic field on 

various scattering nechanisms. The magnetoresistance due to boundary 

scattering, scattering due to localized spins and hopping conduction 

nechanisms, is expected to be negative. Although the contribution of 

localized spin scattering to a has been neglected in our discussion of 

the temperature dependence of a, it does not affect our separation of a 

into a and a hopping part as discussed later in this section. 
o 

Negative magnetoresistance due to boundary scattering has been 

shown37 to be proportional to H2 for· lCM fields. We have also shown 

(see Appendix II) that this negative ~ is a strong function of crystal

lite size, and a L 2 dependence is eJq?ected. The estimated·~ due to 
a p 

thisnechanism at the highest value ot H = 50 kG is < .2%. Thus it is not 

expected to be inp:>rtant for our cas.e. 

There is no widely accepted theory for magnetoresistance in the 

hopping oonduction regime. .Mott65 has suggested that a localized spin 
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could fOllIl a self-trap energy· for hopping conduction. Application of a 

magnetic field results in rerroving this extra activation energy giving 

negative~. This effect would be expected to be largest at high fields 
p 

and lav temperatures. ExperiIrental studies indicate that rnaxirm:nn .~ 

observed when conduction is solely by hopping is of the order of 1%. 

Since in our case the magnetoresistance is largest at ION terrperatures -

where hopping conduction has negligible contribution - this rrechanism is 

also not :i.rrportant in our case. 

It is clear than that the negative magnetoresistance observed for 

GC must carre fran field dependent scattering fran localized spins. The 

·62 
often quoted result is that -% ex: - m , where m is the magnetization of 

the localized spins. 39, 73 We present a sinple a.rgum:mt in tenns of 

Kondo spin-flip scattering. * In this scattering rrechanism a conduction 

electron (or hole; the argurrent is presented for electrons but is 

equally applicable to both the carriers) interacts with a localized 

anti-parallel spin resulting in spin reversal for both the conduction 

electron and the localized spin. If the total nurrtber of localized spins 

is N, then the number of "up" spins 

n ;:::NxP 
up up 

and similarly, 

where P' s are the respective probabilities. Since the conduction 

electron interacts with a localized anti-parallel spin, the resistivity, 

p, can be written as 

*The author is grateful to Professor L. M. Falicov for pointing out 
this simple agreerrent. 
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p cr;n 
up darm 

and 
P cr; n 
darm up 

The total conducti vi ty a is given by, 

1 _ 1 1 
a = a + ad = -- + - -

up arm Pup Pdown P 

In the absence of the magnetic field (H = 0) 

Pup = Pc1o.vn = 1/2 

since 

In the presence of the field the total magnetization is given by 

Again, since the probabilities should add to I, 

and 

Therefore, 

and 

l+m 
Pup = 2 

1-m 
Pdarm = 2 

P (H = 0) 
4 

cr; -
N 

4 2 P (H) ex: N (1 .. m ) 

The magnetoresistance is given by 

/:1p = P (H) - P (0) 
P p (0) 

2 
ex:-m 

where m = MIN 
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The canbination of the spin-flip scattering nechanism to cr is 

expected to be temperature independent in this approximation, and the 

affect is to change cr 0 by at rrost a few percent. 

Based upon similar ideas, Toyozawa38 analyzed the case of irrpurity 

conduction on the metallic side of nOl'llretal-rretal transition in semi-

conductors and concluded that if we define 

s =.! (I:.P) 
. 2 P 

H 

H + 0 

then s-1/2 has a linear dependence (T + e) characteristic of anti ferro-

. 11 ed 62 d' 'th " 38 magnetica y coupl manents. Mott l.sagrees Wl Toyozawa s 

assurrption of free rrarents in rretallic irrpuri ty conduction I but has 

pointed out that antiferranagnetic coupling will persist on the rretallic 

side of the transition. 62 

OUr observations indicate that m follows a f (H/Tl/2) dependence 

II:. /1/2 
over a large range of temperatures and fields. P lots of -%. wi th 

H/Tl/2 shCM a linear region for small values of H/Tl/2 as sha.vn in 

Fig. x. 22. This irrplies a T-l / 2 dependence of the susceptibility X, 

instead of the T -1 expected. Before canpleting this discussion it is 

appropriate to discuss rretal-insulator transition in carbons and the band 

mcx:1el for GC and other carbons. These are described in the next sub-

section I and this discussion will be concluded in the follCMing one. 

x. 4.3. Band Mcxiel for carbons: The earliest band nodel for carbons is 

due to MrozCMSki 26 I who envisages a decreasing band gap with HIT I eventu.;.. 

ally resulting in the overlap of the valence and conduction bands. 
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A similar model has been sU9gested by Klein
24 

;for pyrolytic graphites. 

61 
Iecent work of Carmona, Delhaes et al suggested a no:nrretal-metal 

transition in carbons around a HIT of 700
0

C. This is also ,seen in 

, 26 58 
MrozCMski ' s work and the study of Bucker on GC. 
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Whereas the possibility of no:nrretal-rretal transition in carbon seems 

to be quite clearly den:onstrated by the change in conductivity by many 

orders of magnitude, it should be pointed out that it differs strongly 

from roore carmon exarrples of metal-insulator transition, e.g., V203 . 

For V 203 the transition occurs as a function of terrperature, T, and is 

ibl 77 Th tr 'ti' bo' , ibl revers e. e ans1. on m car ns 1.S an 1.rrevers e proa=ss. 

Matters are further catplicated by the inhanogeneous structure of carbons 

heat treated at laver terrperatures. These carbons have small crystallite . 
sizes and the C-C bonding at the boundaries of these crystallites is 

different fran graphitic sp2 bonding. 

We believe that normetal-metal transition does take plaa= in 

carbons, although considerably nore work is needed to understand this 

phenaoonon. On the insulator side of the transition the fenni level is 

expected to be in the middle of the energy gap (or at least a nobility 

gap), and it does not seem nea=ssary to asS'l.llre it to lie in the localized 

states as suggested in reference 61. On the metallic side of the 

transition the ;fe.rmi level lies inside the valena= band. That it is 

indeed so is sUpported by the positive sign of l1I found in many studies 

, 28 30 
of transport propert1.es of carbons. ' 

On the Jretallic side an Anderson transition due to disorder is also 

expected. There would be localized states in the tails of valence and 
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ducti b d Th ~l.-.·l· . 1d' 34 can on an. us, a J.lI • .uJl. l.ty gap wou ex1St , and these would be 

the energy gaps observed by Mrozavski. 26 

Based upon these ideas, the band model for carbons should be as 

shawn in Fig. X. 23. The fenni level lies on the high IIDbili ty side of 

the mobility shoulder inside the valenoe band. As heat trea1:::Irent 

progresses, the mobility gap is reduoed. The fenni level moves closer 

to the center still situated near the top of the extended states inside 

the valenoe band. For soft carbons the IIDbility gap finally closes, 

the fenni level moves near the center, graphitic overlapping band 

structure is forrred, and the conductivity bec::x:m'eS rretallic. For hard 

carbons the structural disorder is preserved upto the highest HIT, and 

the conducti vi ty retains its semi -conducting nature. 

We believe that the fenni level is pinned dawn by defects charac-

teristic to the material. These defects act as traps and can also be 

described as localized states. These states are expected to lie in the 

inhanogeneous part of the structure, most likely on the boundary of the 

crystallites. That Ef could be held dc:wn inside the valenoe band by 

localized states is supported by the work of Ball64 who contends that 

localized and extended states are different in nature and cou1d be in

finitesimally apart in energy, and in the study of Inglis and Williams 78 

where extended and localized states are found to exist in different 

regions in spaoe for an inhomogeneous system. 

These localized states trap electrons from the valence band 

leaving holes behind and would be responsible for the exoess holes 

postulated by MrozCMski. 26 Thus I there should be a close correspondenoe 

between localized and conduction states, as can be seen in the ESR data 
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fran Ref. 32, replotted in Fig. X. 24. Similar correspondence 

between localized and conduction spins has been seen in the studies 

of carbon films, and one localized state per crys tal li te is suggested 

which oould also be true in our case. 59 

x. 4.4. Magnetoresistance - Further DisCUSsion: From the band m::dEd it 

is clear that the magnetoresistance is closely related to the magnetic 

behavior of the localized spins. Antiferranagnetic coupling between 

these localized spins has been seen in the ION temperature specific heat 

studies of f\1rozONski and Vagh 67 on various carbons including Glassy 

Carbon. 68 They have also found a strong correlation between the 

density of spins as seen in ESR experiments and the pararreters charac-

terizing the excess specific heat. 

On the netallic side, a strong antiferranagnetic interaction 

between conduction electrons and localized spins is expected. 77 The 

spin susceptibility of this "highly correlated" electron system is 

expected to be large at ION T. Mott 77 has suggested a schematic 

dependence of the inverse of the spin susceptibility X-I on T which is 
, 

antiferranagnetic at high T,Le. linear with (T + e). HONever at ION 

T departure has been sketched and has been experi.Irentally observed by 

Quirty and Mark069 in Si:P. Their data when replotted gives a linear 

dependence of X -1 on Tl/2 as seen in Fig. X. 25. 

Iieeger 79 has discussed ,Anderson's argurrents for a T -1/2 dependence 
I 

of the change in the electronic susceptibility XQ due to correlations 

which exist because of the Kondo effect and the experi.Irental evidence 

of such behavior. It is not clear whether or not this m:::x:1el is applio-
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able to our case until an estimate of the Kondo t:emperature Tk can be 

made. The exact behavior of XQ is s411 not totally clear in any case. 79 

Thus, the magnetoresistance behavior for high HTr material can be 

understood qualitatively in tenus of the highly correlated electron 

system. For the lower HTI', GC departure has been observed fran H/I'1/2 

behavior. The situation here is a::mplicated by the presence of the 

anamolous tenn in (J at lew tenperatures. 

'l'he enhanced I:::.p with HTr, as the spin concentration reduces, is in 
p 

agreerrent with the experiIrental work of Ue and Maek.awa70 who found an 

increase in X as the donor concentration reduces just on the rretallic 

side of the transition. Mott 63 believes that this is possible in the 

Brinkrnan-Rice enhancerrent mcdel.. 

X. 4. S. ~arison with Other Studies of I:::.~: Ccnparing with magneto-
. .. 31 

resistance data on other carbons, we find that whereas Kanatsu' s data 

are corrparable to ours, ~lhaesf8 numbers for negative ~ are much 

larger. This is thought to be due to an increased effect of boundm:y 

scattering (eeL 
2 a)' because their cIYstallite sizes are 200-300 A

O 

carpared to L 'V SOA 0 in our case. Kanatsu' s31 data for two soft a 

carbon are plotted in .Fig. X. 26. The similarity to our data for 

GC 1800-2 in Fig. X.20 is quite evident. His data on hard carbon seem 

to be more like.so;Et carbons. lh the absence of structural infonnation 

it is difficult to reach any definite conclusions. It should be pointed 

out that glassy carbons have a wide range of properties, as seen in the 

drastic difference between the two glassy carbons studied by Yamajuchi.29 
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Our GC is rather like GC A of Yamajuchi. 29 Komatsu' s3l data have been 

interpreted by YU~07l in terms of Tqyozawa~s model and reasonable success 

was obtained. However, the positive ~nent is taken to be H2 at all 

terrperatures which is not justified because, as pointed out by Kanatsu3l , 

the exponent decreases at lower terrperatures. 

Kanatsu' s3l data are replotted on a log-log plot in Fig. X. 27, and 

the solid line corresponds to our 2700-2 data as shown in Fig. X. 28. 

The data of Halbo and Sladek 72 on InSb and Khosla and Fischer' s 73 data 

on CdS are replotted in Fig. X. 29. .Although Khosla and Fischer' s 73 

data seem to have a H/Tl / 2 functional dependence, it is sareWhat 

different fran ours. Fig. X. 27 also shows Delhaes' 28 data of longi tu

dinal !Jp on a soft carbon heat treated at 2300oC, where boundary scat-p .. 

tering should have less effect. (The nechanism gives rise to a negative 

!Jp for the transverse case, as shown in Appendix II, but in the longi-
p 

tudinal case it should have a small effect, if any). The H;Tl / 2 , 

functional dependence is quite clear, and the solid line is found to be 

the same as for Khosla and Fischer's73 data. Delhaes,28 data for 

transverse ~ on the same sanple do not give a clear H/I'1/2 dependence, 

and the reason is thought to be the enhanced effect of the boundary 

scattering nechanism on~. 

X. 5. Characterizatiooof GC: The electrical properties point t<;JWard 

separation of the heat treat:nent behavior of GC into two regions, above 

o 
and belcw H'IT ca. 2000 C. Fram the study of x-ray structure parameters, 

a separation in the H'IT range 2000-2300oC was indicated. The structure 

parameters also indicate a separation around a H'IT of l600oC. As seen 



in Fig. X. 15 I the drop in cr at lCMer ~ature does bee<:m:! rrore 

o pronounced belCM 1500 C illT. OUr Hall Effect data (Fig. X. 2) also 

confinn separation into three regions. 

Frcm our analysis of 0- I the tenperature independent contribution 

0- should be directly related to the number of carriers and L. A o a 
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broad maximum is seen in our plot of 0-
0 

vs. H:rI' (Fig. X. 12) • Division 

of 0- by L I shCMn in Fig. X. 30, does not reproduce the behavior seen o a . 

in the ESR study of GC (Fig. X. 24). This could be due to errors in 

the estimate of L , but the decreasing concentration with H:rI' is not . a 

inconsistent with the general picture. 

A paraneter can be derived from the H/Tl / 2 behavior of .~ to 

Characterize the HTT behavior of Ge. This is taken to be the slope of 

. III \1/2 1/2 1/2 the linear section of- ~ vs H/T CUIve at lCM values of H/I' . 

In absence of an exact functional fonn with whiCh tb COII"pare our data I 

this parameter is expressed in, arbi trary units. CV«= expect it to be 

directly related to an effective :m:m:mt per site.) The H:rI' variation 

is shCMn in Fig. X. 31. A gradual increase above 2000
0

C HIT is 

consistent with the Brinkman-Rice enhancerrent :rrodel as discussed in 

X. 4.4. 

AI though insufficient samples were studied to provide a reliable 

value for the activation behavior of electrical properties I prel:irninary 

data using the slope as the property P (see Chapter VU) indicate an 

activation energy of "1,75 Kcal/nole. This is similar to values reported 

for spin annealing in carbon films. 59 The range of activation energies 
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in carbon films is 35-90 Kcal/.rrole. . The nechanism is supposed to be 

irreversible clicking of defects at boundaries giving rise to annealing 

f . 59 
o SpJ.l1S. 

X. 6 • COnclusions : The sensi ti vi ty of electrical properties to 

structural details is quite clearly denonstrated in our work. The 

tel'rq;)erature dependence of (J has been separated into a tel'rq;)erature 

independent boundary scattering part and a hopping part vcUying as 

A.exp (_B/Tl / 4) • An anamolous contribution to (J at low tel'rq;)eratures for 

lower HTr material has been found. The magnetoresistance has been 

analyzed in tenns of a localized spin scattering nodel. An enpirical 

functional dependence on H/Tl / 2 
has been found. A quali tati ve explana

tion of the electrical properties in tenns of a consistent m::xiel has been 

presented. 

X. 7. Recamrrenda.tions: To carplete the understanding of the electrical 

properties of carbons theoretical work is needed to explain the f (H/Tl/2) 

dependence of ~ and the anamolous ~ntribution to the conducti vi ty . 

Recent studies28- 30 fail to analyze the tenperature dependence of (J. 

The separation of (J into its cx:xrponents should be tried along the line 

presented in this work. In carbOns with large crystallite· size the 

effect of boundary scattering~ is large, arrl its dependence on La 

should be studied to check whether or not it varies as L 
2 
a for snihl.l H. 

For hopping conduction, it would be worthwhile to study~ in Cfilms, 
P 

where the conducti vi ty cc:m:s only fram hopping conduction. The effect of 

irradiation on the properties of GC should be studied to understand the 

nature of defects in GC. 
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CHAI?TER XI 

COnclusion 

The major contribution of thi.s work has been to provide a consistent 

picture of the structure and electrical properties of Glassy Carbon (GC). 

An activation energy for the graphitization behavior of GC, at high heat 

o treat:rrent tenperatures, (>2300 C) has been deduced fran the x-ray 

pararreters for the first tine. The inportant new findings fran the study 

of electrical properties are the derronstration of a f (H/Tl / 2) functional 

dependence of· the negative magnetoresistance and a unique separation of 

various contributions to explain the tenperature dependence of electrical 

conducti vi ty • 

The scanning electron microscope studies indicate that the GC used in 

this work is comparable to the best material produced and is thus a good 

representation of hard carbons. The CClTq?arison of the K~ssion bands 

of graphite, diarrond and GC heat treated at different terrperatures shavs 

that the exper:i.nental observations are best explained in tenns of a 

structure rrodel of GC, which consists of both trigonally and tetrahe-

drally bonded C atansi the tetrahedrally bonded C content reducing with 

heat treat:rrent tenperature. Single crystal patterns are seen in the 

transmission electron microscope studies, and a new explanation. is pro-

posed to explain these observations. It is proposed that bulk GC does 

not contain micron size single crystals and that these carre about in the 

process of spec:i.nen preparation as built-in stresses are relieved. 

X-ray techniques have been used to characterize the structure of GC. 

The interlayer spacing d
002 

is reduced only to 3.40,A° (ccnpared to 3.3S,A° 

for graphite) for heat treated at 28000 C for two hours (GC 2800-2), 
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confinning the "hard to graphitize" nature of Ge. The cxystallite size 

parameters Lc' La' perpendicular and parallel to graphitic layers, graN 

only to 28 and 50Ao respectively for GC 2800-2. Based upon the heat 

treatment variation of d002 ' Lc and La of the isochronally heat treated 

sped..Jtens for two hours each, three different regions of t.errperature are 

found. It is suggested that the first region is over when dehydrogena-

tion is ccnpleted. The second region is characterized by a constant 

d002 ' and the increase in Lc ' La in this region may be due to stress 

relief. The kinetics of change in the third region can be analyzed 

using the "superposition rrethod" to give an activation energy of 

200-225 (+ 30) K cal/IrOle. The decrease in d002 ' the increase in Lc' La' 

and the familiar activation energy value found at high heattreat:Irent 

t.errperatures in GC is usually seen at nnlch laNer heat treat::J:rent 

t.eIrperatures for graphitizing carbons. Thus the hard carbons are seen 

not to be basically different fran soft carbons; the differences result 

fran the different precursors used for these two types of carbons. The 

appropriate IrOdel of the structure of GC, except at high heat trea'brent 

t.eIrperatures, is the Jenkins' wound lath nmel. At high HIT a small 

cxystalli te IrOdel can be used where tetrahedral C-<: bonding at the 

crystallite boundaries is expected. 

The electrical properties studied extensively in .this work are 

conductivity, cr, and magnetoresistance, .1-. The temperature dependence 

of cr is explained as a sum of a temperature independent contribution dUe 

to boundaxy scattering .rrechanism and a contribution due to the hopping 

conduction arrong localized states vaxying as A. exp (_B/TI/4). For Ge 
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isochronally heat treated at HTI' <; 2000
0

C an anamolous contribution to 

o is found. This drop in conductivity at low temperatures becc:nes IYDre 

pronounced. for lower HIT material. It is suggested that this may be due 

to the lath like structure of lower HTr material. The magnitude of 

negative .~ increases with H and as T is reduced. For HHT > 20000 C the 

negative f'..~ is found to follow a f (H/TI / 2) functional dependence. 

Prior to the present work the explicit fonn of this functional dependence 

has not been recognized. Analysis of the possible :rrechanisms contribu

ting to f'..~ point out that the observed negative f'..~ is due to scattering 

of conduction carriers from localized spins. The expected dependence of 

f'..p on the effective magnetic m:::arent per site m for this :rrechanism is 
p 

f'..p a: - m2. The discussion points out that anamolous behavior of 
p 

magnetic susceptibility is expected on the Iretallic side of the. rretal-

insulator transition, which is observed in carbons around the heat 

treat:ment temperature of 700oC. Analysis of sene published data of f'..p p 

in carbons and other materials reveals a f (H/TI
/ 2 ) functional dependence 

as well. The experiIrental evidence is quite strong and theoretical work 

is nav needed to cc:rrplete the understanding of negative magnetoresistance. 

For HTI' < 20000 C the behavior of ~ ~enes nore cc:rrplex, although the 

general features remain the same. An energy band mcdel is proposed to 

explain the obseIVed electrical properties which consists of a pseudo-gap 

(with mobility shoulders) arising fran localizati.on of states due to 

. disorder. The fermi level is pinned d~ near the top of the extended 

states inside the valence band due to localized states in the inhcmo-

geneous part of the structure. 
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APPENDlX JI 

-Negative -~ DUetdDiffuseBdUridary -scattgring 

Here we derive an expression for the negative magneto resistance due 
\ 

to diffuse boundaxy scattering for the sirrple mcx1el used by Fujita. 37 

In this model electrons are diffusely scattered -at the crystallite 

boundaries. That is, once electrons arrive at the boundaxy surface fran 

any direction wi thin the c:rystalli te, they may leave' the surface in all 

possible directions within the crystallite with_ equal probability. 

Consider for sirrplicity, a rectangular thin layer, a two diIrensional 

model in which an electron moves freely. Let's take an electron start--

ing fran the point A in Fig. A. 11.1, proceeding on the straight line AC 

in the absence of the magnetic field and hitting the wall at C. The 

length EC may be defined as the free path of the electron with respect to 

the charge transport in the upward direction. If a constant magnetic 

field of rnagni tude H is applied in the direction perpendicular to, and 

into the paper, the electron will describe a circular orbit of radius 

R = m::~. Thus, the sane electron starting from the point A with the 

sane velocity v will now travel on a circular arc AC' and hit the wall 

at C'. 

In the absence of the lUa.gnetic field, for eve:ry prOcess in which an 

electron leaves the surface with an angle e with respect to the horizon-

tal and hits the right wall, there exists a corresponding process in 

which an electron hits the left wall after leaving from the sane angle e 

and covering the sane distance. In general, correspondent pairs can be 

found by looking at the reflexion sy:mrnet:ry with respect to the axis GG' 



~ I) <7 
g '7 l 

which bisects the layer vertically. The"b.-lo processes indicated in 

Fig. A 11.1 are just those with this correspondence. It is clear that 

processes in which an electron hits the upper wall KL need not be con-

sidered because the free path with respect to the charge transport 
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remains El = FK in both the absence and the presence of a magnetic field. 

The change in free path, when a magnetic field is applied is given 

by DD' -CC' for these correspondent processes. Constnlcting perpendicular 

CP and DQ as shown in Figure A. 11.1, 

CC' = CP. sec (8 - (08)1) 

= t. sin (08)1. sec (8 - (08)1) 

where &. = AC = A'Q 

Similarly, DD' = 00. sec (8 + (08)2) 

= ~. sin (08)2. sec (8 + (08)2) 

The angles (ae) and (ae) 2 are angle CAe' and DA'D' respectively, 

as shown in the figure. Since OA is perpendicular to AC and OB is 

perpendicular to the line AC', 

angle AOB = angle CAC' = (08) 1 

Similarly, angle A'O'B' = angle DA'D' =(68)2 

We consider the situation for which R is large such that the 

angles subtended by arcs AC' and A'D' are small. In the first approxi

mation 

1 
(eS8) 1 = (6e) 2 = 2· (R./R) =(68), and 

sin (68) = (eSe) 



ThenDD' -0:::' = 9,. (<56). (sec(6t (69)) -sec(~- (69))) 

= JI,. (oe). sec 6 tan 6. 2 (69) 

= 2 .• R.. sec 6. tan 6. (66) 2 

The free path, L, in the absence of a magnetic field is given by 

L = EC = RD = JI,. sin 9 

The average increase in L is given by 

L = DD' - 0:::' 
2 

Since, as discussed by Fuj ita, 

we find that 

I1p _ !:::.L 
-P--L 

Averaging over angles 9 would give 

/::.p _ <JI.>2 
p - - 4R2 

i = t. sec 6. tan 9. -2 
4R 

where <t> is an average of the order of the c:r:ystallite size. 
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To estimate the magni tued of !:::.~ due to boundary scattering in GC we 

take 

v = 2.107 crn(sec 

m* = 0.5 m 

H = 50kG 

<;JI.> = 301\0 

With these values R = 1140A
o

, and .~. = - .0015 = ~ 0.15%. 
P 

, 
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TABLE II. 1 

Po1yc:rystal1ine 
property Graphite GC.1000 

Density (g/ee) 1.5-2.0 1.54 

Gas ~ability 0.10 10-2 _ 10-14 

(em /sec) 

Tensile Strength 440-2000 13,000 - 14,000 

(Jb/in2) 

Crnpressi ve Strength 1800-8500 110,000 

(Jb/in2) 

Young's M:ldulus 0.5-1.8 4.0 

(10-6 Jb/j,r?) 

Thennal Expansion 3.0 9.0 

(10-6;oC) 

Thennal Conductivity 0.19 

(Cal/~C/sec) 

Electrical Resistivity 3.0 

(10-400m-cm) 

GC 2000 GC'3000 

1.47 1.36 - 1.42 

10-10 _ 10-12 10-7 ~ 10-9 

17,000 - 29,000 15,000 - 29,000 

130,000-200,000 86,000 - 150,000 

4.0 3.4 

4.2 5.0 

.010 .012 

60 40 

-J 
U1 

0 

C 

c:> 
~'" 
.~ 

tot'i 

c::; 

\.>i. 

~"" 
"" 

r·· .. ...... 
0 
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TABLE IV. 1 

T.i.ne. (mins. ) Paver (KW) x 30 .~oC 

0 .05 

6 .10 

12 .15 

18 .20 

24 .25 

30 .30 

36 .35 

42 .40 rvll00 

57 .45 rv1700 

77 .50 rv2100 

102 .55 rv2500 

( 
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TABIE VI. 1 

CcIrpariscn of K-emission Band Paraneters for Various Fonns of Carbon 

Peak 
Position 

Material ",,0 

PG(a) 44.90 
GC (2BOO) (b) 44.BO 

GC(lBOO) 44.75 

GC(1000) 44.70 

Diarocnd 44.45 
Diarrond (c) 44.52 

(a)PG = Pyrolytic Graphite 

(b) GC = Glassy Cru:bcn 

(c)Fram Reference 50 

Half Width Index of Shift in Peak Position 

A
O (eV) Asyniret.J:y fran PG 4(eV 

1.375 (B.B) 0.75 0 

1.5 (9.6) 0.75 0.64 

1.5 (9.6) 0.95 0.96 

1.5 (9.6) 1.00 1.2B 

1.2B (B.O) 1.35 2.90 

(B.l) 1.25 2.10 

-J 
-J 

-0 

C; 

(d 

"" ...:-~ 

.()\ 

C", .' 

""'-c 
v 

0 



Figure 

.FIGURE CAP'I'ICNS 

II. 1. The stJ:ucture of hexagonal graphite 

II. 2. The stJ:ucture of rhcxnbohedral graphite 

II. 3. Quinoidal vs. resonating bonds layer stJ:ucture 
in graphite 

II. 4. The stJ:ucture of diarrond 

II. 5. The stJ:ucture of hexagonal diarrond 

II. 6. Jenkins' m::xiel for the stJ:ucture of Glassy caroon 

II. 7. Density of states in non-crystalline materials 
(~chematic) . ~ is the Fenni energy at the absolute 
zero of t.erI;>erat.ure; localized states are shaded. 
(a) Liquid or arrorphous :rretal. (b) Semi -:rretal. 
(c) Semi-:rretal with deep pseudogap. (d) Insulator 
or intrinsic semiconductor. (e) Irrpurity band in 
heavily campensated n-typesemi-conductor. 
(Fran Ref. 34.). 

III. 1. Typical fracture surface of Tokai GC 

III. 2. Typical fracture surface of Beckwith GC 

III. 3. Typical fracture surface of Lockheed GC 

III. 4. Typical fracture surface of Poly Carbon GC 

IV. la. Schematic diagram of the graphite furnace 
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IV. lb. Photograph showing the graphite furnace, the top 
assembly, the optical pyrareter and the po.ver supply 

IV. lc. Photograph showing the rayo-tube heat-eye 

IV. 2. Photograph showing th.e top assembly (Plate A is 
directly belo.v the prism), the graphite crucible and 
the crucible clip. 

V.I. Diffuse SAD ring pattern fran GC 2800-1 

V. 2. BF picture corresponding to ,Fig. V. 1 
/ 

V. 3. DFpicture corresponding to Fig. V. 1 
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Figure V. 4. Typical aF .microstructure - ,GC 1800-1 

V. 5. Spotty SAD ring pattern from GC 1000-1 

v. 6. BE' picture rorresponding to Fig. V. 5 

V. 7. Single crystal SAD pattern from GC 1000-1 

V. 8. BF picture rorresponding. to Fig. V. 7 

V. 9. Double crystal SAD pattern fran GC 1000-1 

V. 10. BF picture corresponding to Fig. V. 9 

V. 11. Multiple crystal SAD pattern fran GC 1800-1 

V. 12a. BF picture rorresponding to Fig. V. 11 

V. 12b. Enlargerrent of Figure V. 12a showing l-bire I fringes 

VI. 1. No:r:ma.lized K-emission bands 

1-Diam:mci 
2-GC 1000-1 
3-GC 1800-1 
4-GC 2800-1 
5-Pyro1ytic graphite 

VI. 2. Super~ed K-emission bands 

VII. 1. X-ray diffraction intensity profile obtained fran 
GC 2000-2 

VII. 2. 

VII. 3. 

VII. 4. 

Corrected fonn of the x-ray diffraction data of 
Fig. VII. 1. 

The variations of d L and L with HTl' for the . 002' c a 
isochronally heat treated sanp1es for two hours each 

d002 ' vs Lc' La; shcMi.ng the separation into three 

regions 

V!I. 5. variaticn of Lc with lnt for five heat treat:nent 
temperatures. 

VII. 6. carposite plot far variation of Lc with lilt with 
Lc for GC 2700-2 as the reference point 
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Figure VII. 7. Plot of shifts vs lIT for L c 
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VII. 8. Ccnposite plot for variation of d
002 

with lnt using 
the shifts fran Fig. VII. 6 . 

VII. 9. 

VII. 10. 

VIII. I. 

VIII. 2a. 

VIII. 2b. 

Ccrrposi te plot for the variation of L' with lnt a 

Plot of shifts vs liT for L' a 

Schematic diagram of the c:ryostat 

Schematic diagram of the c:ryostat associated. 
vacuum system 

Photograph of the c:ryostat and the associated 
vacuum system 

VIII. 3a. Photograph of the sarrple probe 

VIII. 3b. Photograph of the sarrple Il'Ount shaving various 
temperature sensors and the sarrple configuration 

IX. lao Schematic diagmm of the electronics involved in 
the measure:rrent of the electrical properties 

IX. lb. Photograph of the electronics set-up 

x. 1. Typical magnetic field and t:.errperature dependence 
of the Hall coefficient 

x. 2. The variation of the saturation Hall coeeficient 
value with HTI' 

x. 3. The variation in the number of carriers with HTI' 

x. 4. Typical temperature dependence of the electrical 
conductivity for HTT > 20000 C . 

x. 5. . Typical temperature dependence of the electrical 
conductivity for HTT < 20000 C 

x. 6. The variation of the negative magnetoresistance 
(H = 50KG) with HTT for a few te:rrperatures. 

x. 7. Typical magnetic field and temperature dependence 
of the negative magnetoresistance 

x. 8. Typical plot of lna vs. lIT 
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Figure 
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x. 9. Plot of lna YS 1/1'1/4 for the data of Fig. x. 8 

x. 10. Typical plot of lna vs T for HIT ;> 20000 C 

x. II. Typical plot of lna vs T for HIT < 20000 C 

x. 12. 'Ihe variation of saturation electrical OJnducti vi ty 
value with HIT 

x. 13. Plots of In(a-oo) vs 1/Tl/4 for HIT > 20000 C 

x. 14. Plots of In (0-00) 
1/4 . 0 vs liT for HIT < 2000 C 

x. 15. Plots of lno vs T for HIT < 20000 C 

x. 16. 'Ihe HIT I T dependence of the magnetoresistance 
exponent n 

1/2 
x. 17. Typical variation of I~ 1 with log (H/T) 

x. 18. 'Ihe data of Fig. x. 17 replotted with a pararreter 
A(T) 

1/2 
X.' 19. Typical plot of I~I vs log(H/Tl/2) for HIT > 20000 C 

1/2 P 
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of 
their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. 
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